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Executive summary
In October, 2013, the federal Treasurer, Joe Hockey, and the Minister for Finance, Senator Mathias 

Cormann (2013), announced a National Commission of Audit to “review and report on the 

performance, functions and roles of the Commonwealth government”.

The National Commission of Audit (the audit commission) released 

two reports (2014a, 2014b) recommending significant cuts to 

spending on healthcare, education, unemployment benefits and 

pensions, aged care, child care, family payments and the new 

National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS).

This report sets out the ANMF’s response to each of the major areas 

addressed by the audit commission.  This analysis demonstrates that 

these reports do not represent a genuine independent assessment 

of the state of the national finances.  The ANMF believes that the 

audit commission arrived at its recommendations through a flawed, 

biased process, largely based on the narrow world view of one elite, 

powerful section of society.  As such the findings do not pass the 

“balance” and “fairness” tests so important to the vast majority of 

Australians.

It is unacceptable to the ANMF that this government would conduct 

such a costly, biased process, clearly aimed at furthering the vested 

interests of big business, while shifting even more costs and risk 

onto nurses, midwives, other working people, the disabled, the 

unemployed, students and retirees.

The ANMF also believes the audit commission’s recommendations 

are dominated by outdated ideas from the 1980s, when various 

governments around the world, most notably Margaret Thatcher’s 

in Great Britain, were trying to dismantle the mixed economy1  

and reduce the government provision of basic protections and 

opportunities for low and middle income people, such as healthcare, 

education and payment support in hard times.

The experiences of the last 30 years have understandably 

discredited many of those ideas, especially experiences such as the:

•	 recent	Global	Financial	Crisis	(GFC)	caused	by	virtually	

uncontrolled private financial institutions overseas;

•	 failures	of	various	privatization	ventures	including	those	

involving public hospitals; and

•	 significant	cost	increases	for	essential,	basic	services	now	

supposedly subject to “market” forces.

The ANMF rejects the basic assumptions on the role of government 

put forward by the audit commission. The ANMF believes 

government has a vital and effective role to play in the delivery of 

quality, cost effective services, including healthcare and education.

The ANMF is also concerned that the audit commission gave very 

little attention to the nation’s revenue and fair ways of increasing 

government income. The audit commission could have reasonably 

considered a range of tax options, including a financial transactions 

tax on speculative trading and the closing of various business and 

investment tax loopholes, as effective ways of moderately increasing 

the tax take from those more than capable of affording it.

The ANMF considers the proposal to force the States to compete 

with each other over a larger range of taxes, including income tax, 

is a retrograde step, which only increases the capacity of business 

interests to intimidate governments into further reducing their tax 

income and tax transfer capacity into health, education and social 

services.

The ANMF’s concerns about the nature and quality of the audit 

commission’s work is heightened by the fact the Abbott Government 

has started adopting the audit commission’s recommendations in its 

2014 federal budget and has indicated this budget is only the start of 

its refashioning of Australia’s economy and society.  

2

It is the view of the ANMF that:

Australia should continue to strive to be a hard-working, 

fair and inclusive society, where governments and citizens 

work through problems together as equal partners.  

Australia should preserve a genuine mixed economy, with 

a strong cost-effective government presence, especially 

in key social service areas. This is the practical, effective 

Australian way; one that is informed by very different 

principles to those of the current federal government’s, 

which encourage individualism and competition rather 

than co-operation and collective effort.

 1 An economic system that features a level of private economic freedom in the use of capital as well as government ability to regulate and intervene in economic activities in order to achieve social aims.



Comments on Specific recommendations
As stated, the ANMF is opposed to the general direction and beliefs 

underpinning the Abbott Government’s audit commission and most 

of its recommendations, which aim to shift more costs and risk onto 

low and middle income earners. However, four areas of special 

concern are its recommendations on retirement, healthcare, higher 

education and wages.

1.      Retirement issues

Firstly, the ANMF rejects the idea that retirees are a burden 

on society. With life expectancy increasing, a debate about the 

retirement age is welcome and there may be a case for increasing 

it. However, protections such as a strong disability pension, 

unemployment benefit system and workers compensation benefits 

are essential otherwise many older workers could be left destitute 

because they are not fit enough to do some jobs or they cannot find 

work because of age bias.

The failure of the audit commission to recommend immediate 

increases in compulsory superannuation payments further discredits 

its work, especially as it recommends the pension rate be cut to a 

percentage of average weekly earnings, rather than a percentage of 

the higher average male weekly earnings.

Given the importance of these issues, the ANMF calls for an urgent 

national summit, similar to the broad-based economic and tax 

summits run by the Hawke-Keating government in the 1980s, to 

discuss retirement age and other pressing retirement income issues, 

including superannuation. As with those two summits, unions must 

be key players in this exercise.

2.    Health

Secondly, the ANMF rejects the audit commission’s objective of 

dismantling Medicare and our public hospital system and forcing 

increasing numbers of people into private health insurance. The 

ANMF also rejects the proposals to introduce copayments for 

Medicare items and to initially force higher income people into 

expanded private health insurance products. These are simply 

proposed as first steps towards its goal of full privatization of the 

health insurance system, except for the “most” disadvantaged.

The recommendation to reduce future federal spending on 

hospitals and schools as part of realigning the federation, which has 

been adopted by the Abbott Government in its 2014 budget, is a 

significant blow to the States and our hospital and school systems.

Australia’s Medicare and government-run public hospital system are 

cost effective, quality systems, when compared with systems around 

the world, like in the USA, where private operators, especially the 

private insurance companies, dominate.

Healthcare based on clinical need is a human right and patient care 

must always take precedence over profits.

3.    Education

The ANMF believes the audit commission’s proposals to deregulate 

higher education, especially higher education course fees, would 

be a disaster. Universities are there to educate.  They should be 

focused on turning out competent professionals, including nurses 

and midwives, in sufficient numbers to meet Australia’s needs.  Along 

with research, that is their core responsibility.  The audit commission’s 

focus on elite models of higher education seeks to benefit a few at 

the expense of the majority. For example, a large number of quality 

universities enables many students to gain worthwhile degrees and is 

a fairer system than having one or two in the world’s top 20.

4.    Wages

The ANMF rejects the audit commission’s recommendation to cut 

Australia’s minimum wage.

The audit commission has again based this recommendation on 

economic theories of human behaviour in the market rather than 

ideas that respect the right to an income that meets basic human 

needs.

For more than a century Australia’s wage fixing process has taken 

into account the cost of living and the right to a ‘living wage’. This 

should remain the case.

3



Introduction
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There is currently a high-profile debate in Australia about how 

best to deal with the aftermath of the GFC.  It would be careless 

of governments not to take stock of the financial and economic 

situation the GFC has left us.

However, the discussion has moved well beyond the basic financial 

situation.  It is now a full-scale debate about the nature of 

Australian society and the role of government within it. The speed 

with which this has happened has taken many Australians by 

surprise.

The Abbott Government’s audit commission has been instrumental 

in making the debate much more complex and one-sided than it 

needed to be.  The ANMF believes the audit commission undertook 

a flawed, biased process, largely based on the narrow world view 

of one elite, powerful section of society and as a consequence 

produced an unbalanced report.

Over the last 150 years Australians have worked hard to build a fair, 

open, democratic society, one which gives everyone a chance at 

reaching their potential while also ensuring everyone has access to 

vital services such as healthcare and education. In many respects 

they were successful.

Striking a balance between the rights and capacity of the individual 

and the capacity of the community working together, especially 

through our governments, to build a better, fairer life and deliver 

vital, affordable services for everyone has been a constant theme of 

Australian public debate over that time.

However, over the last 30 to 40 years the opponents of a balanced, 

mixed economy and the proponents of small government in many 

western countries, including Australia, have launched a concerted 

fight against progressive ideas and social reforms. They have largely 

recaptured the debate and their views currently dominate many of 

our major political organisations and public institutions.

During that same period, collective institutions such as unions have 

undergone a decline in overall membership and influence, although 

notable exceptions such as nursing and midwifery unions stand out. 

Nonetheless unionism and its values, like social equity and collective 

capacity, have been under attack for a few decades.

In the mid-2000s the situation reached such a point that Australia’s 

conservative government led by John Howard felt emboldened 

enough to launch a full-scale attack on unions and people’s rights 

at work, including their collective bargaining rights, through its 

WorkChoices policy. The union movement fought back and was 

instrumental in the defeat of the Howard government at the 2007 

election.  However, the attacks on unions continue. These attacks 

include undemocratic legislation aimed at restricting the campaigning 

and political rights of unions, which further reduces alternative voices 

and ideas in our society.

Meanwhile the confidence and arrogance of the profit-driven, free 

market, small government forces continues to grow.

That confidence is on full display in the audit commission reports 

and the Abbott Government’s 2014 federal budget, both of which 

represent an undisguised attack on many of Australia’s collective 

social and economic achievements, including Medicare and 

affordable tertiary education.

The Abbott Government’s first budget did not implement all of the 

audit commission’s recommendations. Tony Abbott and the federal 

treasurer, Joe Hockey, have made it clear the 2014 federal budget is 

only the beginning of their wide-ranging agenda to change Australia. 

In the executive summary, the audit commission itself (2014a) stated 

that ‘the commission’s proposals can be implemented incrementally’.

This is why the audit commission reports are important documents, 

which remain an ongoing threat to many of Australia’s worthwhile 

social and economic achievements.

It is therefore timely that the ANMF engages in the contest of values 

and ideas. 

As the experienced political commentator, Michelle Grattan (2014), 

said on budget night: 

…in this budget the government has made a raft of risky 

decisions that, if they hold over the long run, would have quite 

transformational effects on Australia.

Ms Grattan also stated that:

A few hours before its delivery, Tony Abbott told the Coalition 

party room the budget reflected a view of society in which 

citizens were bigger and government smaller. It’s a ‘values’ 

budget, strong on ideology. Treasurer Joe Hockey has been 

allowed to take an axe to the ‘age of entitlement’ that he so 

wants to end.
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 2 A Newspoll published on 18 May put Labor ahead of the Coalition on the two-party preferred measure 55%-45%. Newspoll also recorded the Coalition’s primary vote post-budget at 36% – its lowest level since Tony 

 Abbott took the Liberal leadership from Malcolm Turnbull in 2009. A Nielsen poll in Fairfax Media publications had the Abbott Government in similar territory, with Labor opening up an 11-point lead. 

The Abbott Government treasurer, Joe Hockey (2014), made the 

same point in his post-budget address to the National Press Club on 

14 May:

At the end of the day what brings a Budget together is not 

just the information that is provided to us but the values that 

we bring to the table. … The Budget, even though it is about 

numbers, and I’m sure I’ll be quizzed, and appropriately so, on 

that, it is about people, about the sort of country that we want 

to be in the years and decades ahead. It is about the values that 

we impart.

At the end of his speech Mr Hockey is even more emphatic about his 

ideological agenda:

So ladies and gentlemen, this Budget is based as much on 

values as it is based on the economic need. The values have 

been a key input. Very few of us hang around in politics for a 

long time just to spend so much time in Canberra. Not that I’m 

down on Canberra, but that’s not a meaningful contribution. 

We actually come to this place to change the country for the 

better. That’s what the Budget does, it changes the country for 

the better.

However, if the post-budget opinion polls2 are any guide it is clear 

Australians, in substantial numbers, have a different set of values 

to the Abbott Government and they do not believe the Abbott 

Government’s values will change the country for the better.

The labour movement certainly has a different set of values to those 

informing the Abbott Government’s audit commission and 2014 

budget and it appears the overwhelming majority of Australians 

agree with the labour movement.

The vast majority also appear to understand Australia has reached 

a watershed moment in its history and that many positive 

achievements of the last 100-150 years are being challenged - and 

they are not happy about it.

This discussion paper takes a closer look at the social and economic 

debate, brought into focus by the Abbott Government’s audit 

commission and its 2014 budget, and how nurses and midwives, and 

in turn the broader labour movement, can respond and promote the 

real expectations of the Australian people on how the government 

should run the country.

It is an attempt to condense the arguments and look at the 

underlying value systems informing the debate, rather than a detailed 

response to every individual recommendation.

The labour movement, including its political sections, has a critical 

role to play in providing an effective response to this challenge, and 

restoring the policy balance between individualism and collectivism, 

which is so necessary to running a prosperous, fair Australia.

The ANMF understands the importance of this challenge. It is 

committed to protecting and advancing that balanced approach to 

Australia’s economic and broader social life.

Abbott Government treasurer, Joe Hockey: His 2014-
15 federal budget hit pensioners and low and middle 
income workers hard, while leaving global capital 
untouched. Are his values, Australia’s values?
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Since the 1990s audit commissions have become a common 

feature of the early months of conservative governments in Australia. 

They use audit commissions to try and justify a range of cuts to 

government programs and services and attacks on the rights of 

ordinary Australians such as wage and salary earners, pensioners 

and students. Conservative governments also use audits as a form 

of political protection for broken election promises and for the 

introduction of controversial policies not disclosed prior to the 

preceding election.

Victoria’s former Liberal Party premier, Jeff Kennett, started this 

conservative post-election ritual following his election in 1992. 

Conservative governments that have conducted similar “audits” over 

the last 20 years include the Borbidge-Sheldon Liberal-National 

Coalition government in Queensland in the mid-1990s, the Howard 

federal Coalition government in the 1990s, the O’Farrell Coalition 

government in NSW in the late 2010s and the current Newman 

Liberal National Party (LNP) government in Queensland.

The latest – the National Commission of Audit - was announced 

by the Treasurer, Joe Hockey, and the Minister for Finance, Senator 

Mathias Cormann, on 22 October 2013, to “review and report 

on the performance, functions and roles of the Commonwealth 

government” (Hockey & Cormann, 2013).

Ironically, the federal government released the audit commission’s 

two reports (2014a, 2014b)  recommending significant spending 

cuts to healthcare, education, unemployment benefits and pensions, 

aged care, child care, family payments and even the new National 

Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) on International Workers’ Day, 1 

May 2014.

As the terms of reference below indicate, the audit commission was 

given clear instructions by its political masters to recommend ways to 

achieve their ideological objectives of reducing the role and functions 

of government and to reach a surplus target of one per cent of 

GDP sometime within the next ten years. This was not a genuine 

independent assessment of the national finances.

 Terms of Reference1.

CONTEXT 

•  It is almost 20 years since there has been a thorough review of the scope, efficiency and functions of the Commonwealth 

government. During this time the size of the Commonwealth government has expanded significantly, as has the remit of some 

of its activities. 

•  It is also essential that the Commonwealth government live within its means and begin to pay down debt. 

• It is therefore timely that there should be another full-scale review of the activities of the Commonwealth government to: 

–  ensure taxpayers are receiving value-for-money from each dollar spent;

–  eliminate wasteful spending; 

–  identify areas of unnecessary duplication between the activities of the Commonwealth and other levels of government; 

–  identify areas or programs where Commonwealth involvement is inappropriate, no longer needed, or blurs lines of 

accountability; and 

–  improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness with which government services and policy advice are delivered. 

• Accordingly, the Commission of Audit (‘the Commission’) has a broad remit to examine the scope for efficiency and productivity 

improvements across all areas of Commonwealth expenditure, and to make recommendations to achieve savings sufficient to 

deliver a surplus of 1 per cent of GDP prior to 2023-24.

The Abbott Government set out very detailed terms of reference that are included here in full - National Commission of Audit (2014c).

 National Commission of Audit (2014c) Towards Responsible Government - Appendix to the Report of the National Commission of Audit – Volume 1 
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SCOPE

Phase 1 

Scope of government 

• The Commission is asked to assess the current split of roles and responsibilities between and within the Commonwealth government and State 

and Territory governments, including areas of duplication. 

•  In relation to activities performed by the Commonwealth, the Commission is asked to identify: 

–  whether there remains a compelling case for the activity to continue to be undertaken; and 

–  if so, whether there is a strong case for continued direct involvement of government, or whether the activity could be undertaken more 

efficiently by the private sector, the not-for-profit sector, the States, or local government. 

• The Commission may consider and comment upon the current architecture of Commonwealth-State relations. The Commission’s views on this 

issue will help to inform the Government’s forthcoming White Paper on the Reform of the Federation. 

Efficiency and effectiveness of government expenditure 

•  The Commission is asked to report on efficiencies and savings to improve the effectiveness of, and value-for-money from, all Commonwealth 

expenditure across the forward estimates and in the medium term, including: 

–  options for greater efficiencies in the Australian Government, such as: 

:  increasing contestability of services; 

:  adoption of new technologies in service delivery and within government; 

:  consolidation of agencies and boards; 

:  rationalising the service delivery footprint to ensure better, more productive and efficient services for stakeholders; 

:  flattening organisational structures and streamlining lines of responsibility and accountability; 

:  consolidating government support functions into a single agency; and 

:  privatisation of Commonwealth assets. 

–  potential improvements to productivity, service quality, and value for money across the public sector, including better delivery of services 

to the regions; and 

–  anything that is reasonably necessary or desirable to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of government generally. 

•	In	carrying	out	its	work,	the	Commission	may	wish	to	invite	submissions,	consult	key	stakeholders	and	seek	information	from	persons	or	bodies,	

where this will assist its deliberations. 

•	The	Commission	should	also	be	guided	in	its	work	by	the	principles	that:

–  government should have respect for taxpayers in the care with which it spends every dollar of revenue; 

–  government should do for people what they cannot do, or cannot do efficiently, for themselves, but no more; and 

–  government should live within its means. 
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•  The Commission is asked to review and report on:

–  options to manage expenditure growth, including through reviewing existing policy settings, programs and discretionary spending (such 

as grants); 

–  savings and appropriate price signals – such as the use of co-payments, user-charging or incentive payments – where such signals 

will help to ensure optimal targeting of programs and expenditure (including to those most in need), while addressing the rising cost of 

social and other spending; 

–  mechanisms that allow for the periodic evaluation of the effectiveness of all areas of expenditure in meeting their announced 

objectives; and 

–  other savings or matters that the Commission considers should be brought to the Government’s attention. 

State of the Commonwealth’s finances and medium-term risks to the integrity of the budget position 

• The Commission is asked to assess the financial position of the Commonwealth, including the state of the balance sheet, including all assets and 

liabilities, and Commonwealth risk expenditures. 

• The Commission is asked to review and report on the long-term sustainability of the budget position, identifying key policy areas where trends in 

expenses and revenue pose risks to the structural integrity of the budget. 

•  Where possible, the Commission should identify options to address any such budget risks in the medium to long term, including by introducing 

appropriate incentives to encourage self-provision of services by individuals over time. 

Adequacy of existing budget controls and disciplines 

•  The Commission is asked to assess the adequacy of current budgetary practices and rules (including specified timeframes and targets) in 

promoting efficient and effective government, disciplined expenditure, long-term fiscal sustainability and budget transparency. 

Phase 2 

Commonwealth infrastructure

• The Commission is asked to review and report on the extent, condition and adequacy of Commonwealth sector infrastructure and, if found to be 

deficient, factors that may have contributed to the current situation and possible remedies. 

Public sector performance and accountability 

• The Commission is asked to: 

–  identify options for continuous assessment of programs, agencies and performance; 

–  identify options for strengthening Commonwealth budgeting arrangements by:

: increasing independent and credible scrutiny; 

: examining the role of the Parliamentary Budget Office, the Australian National Audit Office and the Intergenerational Report; and 

: reviewing the way risk expenditures are accounted for. 

–  report on a methodology for developing and implementing financial performance targets for Commonwealth departments and 

agencies (having regard to international experience and Australian best-practice, including by government business enterprises); 
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–  review and report on the effectiveness of existing performance metrics and options for greater transparency and accountability through 

improved public reporting; 

–  identify options for a clearer delineation of responsibilities for policy and service delivery; and 

–  identify other savings or matters that the Commission considers should be brought to the Government’s attention. 

Reporting 

• The Commission will report to the Prime Minister, Treasurer and Minister for Finance with: 

–  the first phase due by the end of January 2014; and 

–  the second phase due by no later than the end of March 2014. 

 3 See Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005
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 The Commissioners2.

The Abbott Government appointed Tony Shepherd to chair its audit commission.

At the time Mr Shepherd was president of the Business Council of Australia (BCA), a position he had held since late 2011. 

He was also chairman of listed company, Transfield Services, between 2005 and October 2013.

It was a controversial choice, with questions being raised at the political level and in the media about potential conflicts of interest and Mr 

Shepherd’s record as Transfield chairman.

For example, on 5 February, Anne Davies (2014) reported in the Sydney Morning Herald that:

Mr Shepherd, the chairman of the Business Council of Australia, has already come under scrutiny over potential conflicts of interest 

arising from his role as head of the premier business lobby group as well as his other directorships and business interests.

He is a director of Virgin Australia and the Australian Subscription Television Association, the peak body for the pay TV industry. 

Until October he was chairman of Transfield Services, a listed company that has several big government contracts including being a 

contractor on the national broadband network and providing immigration facilities on Manus Island and Nauru.

The other Commissioners were:

•	 Peter Boxall - chairman of the NSW Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART), after a career in the federal public service. 

He was the secretary of the Department of Resources Energy and Tourism, the Department of Employment and Workplace Relations, 

and before that the Department of Finance and Administration. He was also chief of staff at one time to prominent former Liberal 

politician, Peter Costello.

•	 Tony Cole - a former Treasury Secretary. He has previously been deputy secretary to the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet 

and alternate executive director to the World Bank. He is national practice leader of William M. Mercer’s Investment Consulting 

practice, and chairman of the Melbourne Institute Economic Forums. 

•	 Robert Fisher - a former director-general of the Western Australian Departments of Industrial and Regional Development, of Trade 

and of Family and Children’s Services. He was also the executive director of the Western Australian Department of State Development 

and the Agent-General for Western Australia in London. 

•	 Amanda Vanstone - served as a minister in the Howard Government from 1996 until 2007, including seven and a half years as a 

cabinet minister. Her ministerial career included responsibility for key service delivery portfolios of Families and Community Services, 

Immigration and Multicultural Affairs, Employment and Justice and Customs (National Commission of Audit, 2014c).

The lopsided nature of the commission was re-inforced by the appointment of Peter Crone to head its secretariat. The Liberal Party 

announced that Mr Crone “will work with officials from the Department of Finance and the Treasury in the day to day administration of 

the Commission. Mr Crone is currently the chief economist and director of policy at the Business Council of Australia and has served as an 

adviser for both State and federal governments.

The BCA (2014) pointed out that:

From 1997 to 2005 Peter was senior economic adviser to Prime Minister John Howard. He also served as an adviser to the premier of 

Victoria, Jeff Kennett.
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People associated with the BCA clearly had a major influence over the audit commission.

The BCA’ s membership comprises CEOs of 100 of Australia’s top companies and  has been a constant advocate of policies supporting 

smaller government, deregulated workplace relations, which reduce nurses and midwives’ rights and protections at work, and greater 

private sector/for-profit involvement in healthcare. 

In its submission to the audit commission (2014), the BCA outlines the following priority principles for consideration, including:

• restraining growth in expenditure

• governments must prioritise

• maintaining a sustainable safety net

• lifting productive capacity

• making the federation more efficient

• recovering costs where possible

• regulating carefully

• delivering services efficiently

• maintaining intergenerational equity

• minimising administrative costs.

Given the BCA’s prominence in and around the audit commission, the ANMF is not surprised that the audit commission’s report and the 

federal government’s 2014 budget echo many of the BCA’s hard-line economic and social views.

Significantly, there were no representatives from the Australian union movement appointed as commissioners.

According to noted economist John Quiggin (2013):

First, the commission isn’t in any sense independent. With token exceptions, its members have been selected on the basis of political 

reliability rather than relevant expertise. Its chairman, Tony Shepherd, is a former head of the Business Council of Australia. More 

relevantly, perhaps, he has just stepped down as chairman of Transfield, a company that depends heavily on public-private partnership 

deals for the private provision of public infrastructure. Expansion of the use of PPPs is among the standard recommendations of 

commissions of audit.

The Business Council is also providing its chief economist, Peter Crone, to head the secretariat. Shepherd and Crone are backed up by 

former Howard-era minister Amanda Vanstone, and Liberal apparatchik and former departmental secretary Peter Boxall. Only Tony 

Cole, who was Treasury secretary from 1991 to 1993, can be regarded as a non-partisan, though ideologically sympathetic, expert on 

public finances.

The imbalance in representation on this audit commission confirms the dominant ideology of conservative politicians and big business 

leaders. It also further entrenches the blatant use of the public policy process, by large corporations, to camouflage their own 

interests as somehow representing the public interest.

The ANMF believes such a costly, biased process, clearly aimed at furthering the vested interests of big business, while restricting the input 

of nurses, midwives and other working people, is unacceptable.
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As the membership of the audit commission demonstrates it had strong links to the BCA and was not broadly representative of society.

The vast majority of its recommendations confirm the ANMF’s view that the audit commission’s findings, like those of previous 

commissions, were flawed, biased and constructed on the narrow world view of one elite, powerful section of society.  This does not pass 

the “balance” and “fairness” tests so important to the vast majority of Australians.

In total, the audit commission made 86 recommendations, in two phases or reports, based on the overarching idea that:

Australia needs to embark on a path of reform and renewal. Restoring the nation’s finances can be achieved through a concerted 

effort to restrain spending assisted by fiscal rules that set some reasonable boundaries around government.

And the naive notion that:

In competitive markets, customers, not producers, take precedence. Competition and contestability drive lower costs, improve quality 

and give people what they want. Government should act in the public interest and only intervene in markets where market solutions 

fail to produce the best outcome for the nation as a whole.

Even the so-called safety net has become smaller and smaller in a world run according to the audit commission. In a return to 19th 

century “workhouse” days, the audit commission believes that governments should only:

Protect the truly disadvantaged. Government should protect the truly disadvantaged and target public assistance to those most in 

need.

because:

The aspiration is for more responsible government – to spend taxpayers’ money wisely and focus more on what governments should 

do, rather than on those things that citizens can best do for themselves.

Based on this set of narrow, harsh values the audit commission recommended a massive program of government spending cuts and/or 

delays to important areas such as pensions, health, education and disability services, because:

Achieving the (Abbott Government’s) target surplus will require a significant reduction in spending, while holding to a discipline that 

taxes rise no higher than 24 per cent of GDP.

In a blatant attempt to reduce government revenues, vital to the running of hospitals and schools, the audit commission also states that:

The States and Territories should be free to compete amongst themselves, respecting the regional differences of a big continent. 

However, there will be occasions where the national interest calls for a cooperative and national approach.

As working people saw with the Howard Government’s WorkChoices3 national workplace laws, this usually means having the States 

compete through lower taxes and less government revenue for community services, while business obligations like occupational health and 

safety and the setting of wages and conditions are run uniformly at the national level.
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Just in case there was any doubt this was all about the advancement of the business community’s interests and profit levels, the audit 

commission had no hesitation in pointing out that:

In many areas, reducing government expenditure as well as red tape and compliance costs will open opportunities for the private 

sector.

Finally, the audit commission recommends the eventual dismantling of Medicare and free public hospitals, with their replacement by a 

system essentially run by private health insurance bought by individuals.

It also recommends making university education more expensive for the individual student and the reduction of the minimum wage.

The ANMF strongly opposes these recommendations.

A more detailed assessment of the audit commission’s key recommendations, of relevance to nurses and midwives and other working 

people, can be found on pages 23 to 59 of this discussion paper. 

Big business operative, Tony Shepherd: ... a controversial 
choice to chair the Abbott Government’s “slash and burn” 
audit commission.
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Introduction1.

The audit commission has put its own audacious program to dismantle Australian society in historical context. It points out that its 

plans are essentially the culmination of 30 to 40 years of effort by powerful business interests, here and around the world, to secure 

unfettered reign over society.4 The following commission (2014a) statement captures the true essence of its agenda:

Governments have a rightful role to play in society but they are a supplement, not a substitute for markets.

Increasingly, however, our national priorities and identity can be at odds with the global nature of markets. Australians expect 

their governments to protect our own social arrangements when this might conflict with the requirements imposed on us by 

globalisation.

In other words society is at the mercy of markets and there is nothing Australians can do about it - at least according to the audit 

commission and the Abbott Government.

This is very much at odds with the expectations of the vast majority of Australians, including nurses and midwives. These conflicting 

values cause much of the unease in society today and form the basis of the hostile reaction amongst the general public to the audit 

commission’s recommendations and the Abbott Government’s 2014 federal budget.

 4 See chapter 10 Improving government through markets and technology
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So how did we get to this point?2.

As nurses and midwives and other working people prepare to retake the debate, some historical background is useful.

At the government level this “30 year” process basically started with the arrival of Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative Party government in 

Great Britain in 1979 and Ronald Reagan’s Republican presidency in the United States in 1981.

These two powerful world leaders implemented policies aimed at reversing the civilising ideas of the previous 100 to 200 years, 

reducing government programs and the government’s role and place in the economy and destroying the political and social balance in 

society. This was partly achieved by reducing the role of unions and restoring big business as a central, and often unchallenged, influence 

on government decision making and the nature and direction of public policy.

Yergin and Stanislaw (1999) chronicled the fight back by northern hemisphere champions of traditional class structures, the rights of 

wealth and capital and the inevitability of extreme inequality, against the advocates of the “rights of man”, industrial democracy, people’s 

rights at work and the civilising and empowering role of government.

According to these researchers, a small group of conservative activists from Great Britain embarked on a long campaign during the 

1970s to  overturn the mixed economy and the welfare state, both of which were designed to reduce the extreme inequality, poverty 

and insecurity characteristic of most human societies.  This was a direct attack on the civilising developments achieved in many countries 

over the previous 100 years and especially the previous 30 years since World War II.

As Yergin and Stanislaw (1999, pp14-15) noted:

The dramatic redefinition of state and marketplace over the last two decades demonstrates anew the truth of Keynes’ axiom about 

the overwhelming power of ideas. For concepts and notions that were decidedly outside the mainstream have now moved, with 

some rapidity, to centre stage and are reshaping economies in every corner of the world.

… But if economists and other thinkers have the ideas, it is politicians who implement them, and one of the preeminent lessons of 

this remarkable shift is the importance of leaders and leadership. Keith Joseph, Britain’s self-appointed ‘minister of thought’, and his 

disciple Margaret Thatcher seemed to be embarking on a quixotic project when they set out to overturn Britain’s mixed economy. 

Not only did they prevail, but they influenced the agenda for a good part of the rest of the world.

As Yergin and Stanislaw (1999, p.16) also pointed out though, these were not new ideas. It really was, and is here in Australia in 2014, 

very much a reassertion of traditional (economic) liberalism where “the financial burden had gone beyond the ability of governments to 

manage. Debts and deficits had grown too big”.

So, in summary, in the 1980s a number of prominent governments around the world – most notably in Great Britain and the United 

States - decided to launch a free market, pro-business “revolution”, using the oil-shock problems many nations were then grappling with 

as an excuse to attack much of the social progress of the previous 100 to 200 years.

As always, there were problems that needed addressing at the time and some unions at times engaged in unnecessary and disruptive 

strikes. However, simple corrective action was not the objective. Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan had more far-reaching agendas.

Thatcher (1987) even went so far as to say: 

…so they are casting their problems on society and who is society? There is no such thing!



Her aim was to shift risk and cost, especially in key basic social support and essential service areas, back to ordinary people, while 

powerful financial and corporate interests were free to roam the globe increasingly unaccountable to governments and free of social 

obligation.

As the ACTU pointed out in the media brief summary of its research report into shifting risk5:

The global financial crisis occurred amidst unprecedented potential abundance. In Australia, GDP per capita has increased by 42 

per cent since 1990 alone. With this growth in total wealth, however, has come significant economic and social change. These 

critical transformations to working life have followed three key dimensions:

1. The nature of work, characterised by rapid and ongoing changes in technology, production strategies, the security of work and 

the ways which labour is engaged;

2. The nature of people’s lives beyond the workplace, characterised by increasing risks to individual workers and their families of 

ill health, housing tenure, retirement, and inadequate education; and

3. The nature of relationships between groups of workers, characterised by widening inequality between workers with respect to 

working conditions including pay, hours, capacity to bargain and career opportunities.

The result of changes in these three areas has been to substantially shift economic, financial and social risks from businesses and 

governments to the individual. 
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 5 See attachment 1 for full media release.

Former British prime minister, 
Margaret Thatcher: ...who is society? 
There is no such thing.
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Life, for a range of reasons, was very precarious until relatively recently for the vast majority of people in what we call “the western 

world”. Arguably it still is in some respects, but nothing like it was, including in the late 19th century. It certainly still is in many developing 

parts of the world.

For centuries economic insecurity and injustice were major contributors to the precarious nature of most “western” people’s lives. 

Technological, scientific and medical underdevelopment were also contributors, but the concentration of wealth and political and 

economic/market power in the hands of a few individuals and companies exacerbated the harshness and risks of life for most people.

During the 18th century many thinkers across Europe and North America started to focus on these issues. Books, newspapers and 

pamphlets appeared dealing with the nature of society, the “social contract” that exists between citizens in civilised societies and the 

“rights of man”. Revolutions, based on these ideas, occurred in Britain’s American colonies and France in the late 1700s and the march 

towards democracy and fairer societies was underway.

The movement gathered pace in the 19th century with revolutions and “working class” and peasant-farmer protests and uprisings 

occurring in various European countries at increasingly regular intervals. Collectivism, including trade unionism, grew as a means of 

empowering ordinary people and re-balancing their rights against the rights of the aristocracy and big business, which had done well as 

a result of the industrial revolution and the spread of innovations such as railways and the telegraph and the greater availability of world 

travel.

Ideas like the following gathered momentum in many countries and were being freely discussed and taken seriously from about the 

1850s onwards:

 • allowing all adult males, irrespective of economic class, to vote in parliamentary elections;

 • voting by secret ballot to avoid intimidation of and retribution against voters;

 • land reform to more fairly distribute land amongst the people;

 • the eight hour day, to provide a better balance to life;

 • compulsory, free education for all children;

 • the establishment and expansion of trade unions; and

 • an increased role for government in economic life.

The world could be a better place for everyone – a belief underpinned by the idea that individuals had rights, irrespective of their 

financial position, and basic needs that should be met and that the interests of all sections of society should be balanced against each 

other. Governments had a big role in achieving these progressive social objectives. 

Europe would spend the first half of the 20th century battling over these ideas. A devastating war between 1914 and 1918 brought 

various long-running European empires to an end. A deep depression in the 1930s discredited big business, banks and market 

economics in the eyes of many. By the end of the Second World War in 1945 the long-suffering ordinary people of Europe had had 

enough. Democracy and the mixed economy, with strong government programs such as universal healthcare and a welfare safety net 

spread across most of Western Europe.

A quick overview of social progress to the 1980s3.
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In Great Britain, the popular war-time Conservative leader, Winston Churchill, lost the 1945 general election to a reforming Labour Party 

in a landslide defeat. A universal national health service, greater educational opportunity for the working and middle classes and a 

stronger financial safety net were on their way.

However, it took a long time to get to this point and there was appalling death and destruction along the way. The beneficiaries of the 

traditional power and wealth structures, such as Britain’s class system, had to be dragged reluctantly to the reform table.

Irish rural family being evicted: The injustices of class-based societies 
saw land reform and other democratic reform movements gather 
momentum across Europe during the 19th century.
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Free European settlement in Australia started in the mid-19th century as many of the progressive ideas outlined above were gaining 

prominence across Europe.

In fact, some British and Irish reformers had already been sent to Australia as convicts because of their involvement in various social 

reform, land reform and workers’ rights activities. Many free settlers had also been involved in these movements. In fact, large numbers 

of Australia’s free settlers came from the working and lower middle classes of England, Scotland, Wales and Ireland.

For them Australia was going to be different. It was truly a “new world” country and they wanted it to be more inclusive than the “old 

world” places they had left. Most had come to the new world to get away from kings, queens, empires and the injustices of class-based 

societies.

Ideas like trade unionism, the eight hour day, the universal adult male franchise, the secret ballot and equitable land reform took off 

very quickly. In fact, Australia ended up leading the world in many of these reforms. For example, the secret ballot was often referred to 

as the “Australian ballot” system. Free selection of land by settlers, often without the need for a time-consuming survey, was introduced 

in many Australian colonies in the 1850s and 60s. The idea of large tracts of land being held by a few wealthy people was not 

acceptable to the majority in this “new” land.

Such democratic reforms are very recent developments in the overall history of human existence. They have only been around for 

about 150 years. It was not until the 1880s that Britain itself finally followed its Australian colonies and extended the vote to males of all 

classes. By the 1890s, Australia and New Zealand had become the first places in the world to allow women to vote. It would be almost 

another 30 years before Britain introduced this simple reform and it took mass protests, imprisonment and a world war to enable it.

Many prominent people, and certainly the labour movement’s early leaders, wanted Australia to be a working people’s “paradise”. 

Over the next 100 to 150 years, in a robust democratic environment, major reforms, including important and successful government 

involvement in the nation’s economic development, occurred. 

Unlike “old world” Europe, where extreme views on the left and right of politics, such as communism and fascism, often disrupted 

effective reform, Australia embarked on a practical, middle-of-the-road approach to most matters – albeit with no shortage of debate 

and differences of opinion at times – that brought a level of shared prosperity and basic security to people from all walks of life. It was 

not perfect.  Wars, depressions, recessions and race relations have hampered progress.

However, Australia was proof that the ideas of democracy and equity and a mix of individualism and collectivism in public policy could 

achieve decent social and economic outcomes. It was a gradual process, with each generation adding new achievements.

Australia was different4.
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BIRTHS.

On the 2Gth May,
at her residence,

Globe Point, Mrs. R. Meares,

of a daughter.

On tho 2nd Juno, at her residence, Bollosizo Cottage, Hunter's

Hill,
Mrs. Gerard Phillip«,

of a daughter.

On the 6th Instant,
at Pyrmont, the wlfo

of Mr. Peter Hunter,

Of a daughter,
stillborn.

On Tuesday, Juno 7lh,
ut No. 5, Windmill-street,

Mrs. Richard

?Wynne,
or n

«on.

On «he 7ih Instant,
at Newlands, Parramatta, MrB.

A. v. Grant,

of a daughter._ MARRIAGE.

Oft Thursday, the înd June, at All Saints' Church, bathurst, hy

the Rev. Thomas 8barpc, A.M.,
assisted hy the Rev. G. M. Fox,

John Sttidd Rrown, E»q.,
of 'Woodstock,

eldest ton of Captain

Brown, Into
of Brownlea, near Bathurst,

to Rachael, second

daughter of tno late Mr. John Leed», of Bathurst.

DEATHS.

Lost in tho bush,
near Rockhampton,

in April laBt,
Charles

Godschall,
second

son of K. £. Godschall Johnson, Esq., late
of

Brisbane.
Moroton Hay.

On Ino 7th of June,
at her residence, Ann Repus,

mothar of

Thomas and John Beggs, of this city,
after a lingering

illness of

twenty-seven years, ogefi
80 years.

On thc^th instant, it the residence of her parents, Churoh-hlll,

Mary Ann Elisabeth, only daughter of Marr Ann and James,

Coffins.

SHIP ADVERTISEMENTS.

fí

TVOYAL MAÏL STBAM PACKET
COMPANY.

XV The Royal Mall Steamship ONEIDA, E. M

EEEDS, Esq., commander,
will be despatched

from

SYDNEY on'tho 11th .TuneJiwd from MELBOURNE on

tho 15th idem,
to SOUTHAMPTON

direct, calling ittRIO,

.Ond al ÖT. VINCENTS, Cope do Vcrds, to coal,
if

?<?cessary.

,
,

rassago money
: First clans, £80 ;

second class, £35.

Treasure will
bo conveyed on terms unusually

favourable

shippCM, particulars
of which, with forms of bill» of

'aiding, may be obtained on Application
at tho Tooyal Mail

Company's Oflices, Melbourne and Sydney.

For farther information respecting
the Royal Mail

Company's lines in the West Indies and South America,

»pply
to CHAMPION WETTON. superintendent.

Rates of perçage to Melbourne,'£5_

Uli R. M. S. ONEIDA, to Bail on the 9th June, ofTcrs

an unnsaally
favourable opportonity

for passengers

proceeding
to ENGLAND, combining

alow rate of pas

sage-nionoy with -every prospect of » "rapid
and agreeable

vo, ago.
Tho performiiTices

of theR.M. S. Onelda, on her last run

to Suez and back prtfvo
lier to bo tho ftntest and most offici-

ent steamship
ever Uespatehed to Australia ;

and there is

little doubt but that she will land lier-mails
at SonthaniDton

within sixty days. Roj al Mail Office, Sj dney, 28thMay._

M. S. ONEröÄ^Pnssongers"bv~t]!is
\cssel oro

,
informed that the balance of their Passage Money

must be paid at ttiis office, on or before 4 o'clock,
on

THURSDAY, tile9th current.

I

All heavy baggage, must be on board by FRIDAY, tlie

10th idem.

Royal Mail Office, Sydney, 8th Jane, 1859._

S~~TBÄM
COMMUNICATION

with ENGLAND Tia

MAURITIUS and OVERLAND.-THE
PENIN-

SULAR and ORIENTAL
STBAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY'S STEAMSHIP BENARES.
1900 tons,

400 horso-nower,
N. T. SKOTTOWE, Esq., com-

mander,
will leave this port with her Majesty's mails, pas-

gengera, gpeoie,
and cargo,

on TUESDAY, the Uth

JUNE, at 2 ,p.m., touching
at MELBOURNE, KAN-

GAROO ISLAND, and KING GEORGE'S SOUND.

Arrangements have boen made for affording shippers of

jld, treasure, &c, tho option ef paying on additional

.relght,
and thereby

insure tbe same to its destination,

local rates of insurance being
added to the ordinery

freight.
Forms of bills of lading,

with or without in

mronco, fnrnished by tho agent.

For particulars regarding freight and passage,
with.lu

formatSon on all snbioots connected with the PENIN-

SULAR AND ORIENTAL STBAM NAVIGATION

COMPANY'S lines, apply to HENRY MOORE, agent.

Moore's Wharf, Sydney, 14th April,
1859.

Passago-money
and freight to bo paid and specie-de-

livered for shipment before noon of 13th June. 1859.

TJEN1NSULAR and ORIENTAL
STEAM NAV1

Jr GATION COMPANY.-A
Revised Tariff of Passage

Rates and Freight between Sydney and the varióos poris

within tlie Company's operations, with rates charged from

any port toionothcr,
has been received by the last mail.

Tho following
are tho rates from S) dney, for first clacs

passage :

To Melbourne
...

...

...

£5 0 0

Kangaroo Island
.-

...

20 0 0

King George's
Sound ...

...

25 0 0

Mauritius
.

50 0 0

Bourbon
...

-.

50 0 0

Aden
.

70 0 0

Suez
...

..-.
...

90 0 0

Alexandria
...

...

100 0 0

Malta
..'

110 0 0

Marseilles ....

115 0 0

Gibraltar
...

...

...

120 0 0

Southampton
....

120 0 0

Galle
.

90 0 0

Bombay
...

....
Rupees 900 0 0

Madras .

1000 0 0

Caloutta .

1000 0 0

Reserved accommodation as per ogeomont.

The rates of "freight
are-

'

Gold to Mauritius,i Ceylon, India,

Straits,
China, the Mediter-

ranean, and England,
inclu-

<

sivO'Of Egyptian transit duty 1 per cent.

And to Australian ports
at local rates.

HENRY MOORE, Agent.

Moore's Wharf,-26H) Moy, W59._

LONDON
AND ORIENTAL

STEAM TRANSIT

INSURANCE OFFICE Established in 1843.-Tho

undersigned
is prepared to accept risks (covered by pro-

tecting policies
nt "Lloyd's"

and the varions London

Insurance Companies,) bv steamers from Sydney to Eng-

land, including overland risk,
»nil the various ports

in

India, China, and the colonies, comprised within the Com

¡pany's operations.

Premiums at local rates ond poliffios,
made payable at

the ports of destination,
and in Sydney, at the option of

the assured.

Moore's Wharf, 24th January.

_

HENRY MOORE, Agent for ydney.

tQ TEAM to MANLY BEACH.-Mr. Manning's
contract

O having expired for running
boats to Manly, Mr.

GROCOTT has chartered
a commodious steamer to run

DAILY, leaving the Phoenix Wharf at 10 a m. ; calling at

?Woolloomooloo, and leaving
the Pier at half-past

2 p ni.

Fares, one shilling ; children, nlnepenee.

S-TEAM
TO MANLY BEACH.-The fast and splendid

new Iron paddle steamer PHANTOM» having been

purchased expressly
for the Manly Beach trade,

will com-

mence running (under entirely new arrangements)
in

a

few dayí, of which duo notice »ill bo piten. Residents and

?»¡sitora to 'the above placo can confidently rely
on regular

and (uninterrupted
communication for the'future.

LAIDLEY, IRELAND, and CO , Lloyd's Chambers.

ARRAWATTA STEAMERS.-These swift steam

packets continno to ply between Sydney and Parra-

matta, on every iteok day, as follows:

From Parramatta,
From Sydney,

S, 11, and 4.

9,1-15, and 4.

On Sunday, from Sydney nt 9 a.m., returning at 4 p.m.

Cabin, 2a. 6d. ; steerage, Is. 6d. j
in full,

without a-ay

charge for omnibus, which will sot down all passenger In

the centre of the torco freo of all charge.

Refreshments to bo had on board.

STEAM
to KEMPSEY, MACLEAY RIVER.-The

NEW MOON, from the Union Wharf,
THIS DAY,

at 2 o'clock.

W. DALTON, agent._

TEAM to CLARENCE RIVER.-The DUNCAN

HOYLE, Curtain QUAYLE, will leave the Grafton

Wharf,
on WEDNESDAY next, the 8th instant,

nt

£ pin.

rpHE A. S. N. COMPANY'S STEAMERS.

ILLALONG, to tho TTTJUTER, TO-MORROW, THURS-

DAY MORNING, at 7.

STEAMER to CLARENCE TOWN, TUESDAY", 14th

June, at 11 p.m.

CITY Ol' SYDNEY, to MELBOURNE, SATURDAY

AFTERNOON, tit 3.

CLARENCE, to MORETON RAY end IPSWICH,

THIS EVENING, WEDNESDAY, at 10.

CLARENCE, to WIDE BAY, TUESDAY, 21st June,

at 10 p.m.

EAGLE, to PORT CURTIS and ROCKHAMPTON

direct, MONDAY, 27th Juno, at G p.m.

BOOMERANG,from MELBOURNE to WELLINGTON,

FRIDAY, 10th June.

JAMBS PATERSON, Manager.

A. 8. N. Co.'g Wharf. Sunsex-atreet._

HR.
N. 8. N. CO.-STEAM to tlio HUNTER -The

, PATERSON, for MORPETH, THIS EVENING,

at 11 o'clock.

ROBERT R. HUNTLEY, Acting Manager.

II. R. N. S. N. Co 'a Wharf, foot of Market-street.

OTEAMERS FROM THE PHU3N1X WHARF.

FOR BRISBANE WATER, THIS DAY, at 8 n.m.

FOR WOLLONGONG and KIAMA, THIS NIGHT, at

11 o'clock.

FOR THE CLYDE RIVER, TO-MORROW,ftt 10 a.m.,

oallintf at WOLLONGONG.

FOR KIAMA and SHOALHAVEN, TO-MORROW, at

11 p.m.

OTICE. - STEAM to HOBART TOWN. - The

TASMANIA will moke, one trip from Hobart Town

to Melbourne,
before returning

to Sydney.

WILLIS, MERRY, und CO. <

SHIP ADVERTISEMENTS.

tJTEAM to HORART TOWN (calling
ot EDEN, Ttvo

O fold Bay).-The T. S. N. Co.'s iron steamship TAS-

MANIA, JOHN CLINCH, commander,
will leave tho

Patent Slip
Wharf

THIS DAY, WEDNESDAY, at

3 p.m.
No bonded of drawback goods

will bo taken on day

of sailing,
and no cargo after noon of that day.

All freight must be paid before delivery
of goods.

WILLIS, MERRY, and CO., agent*. 17, Church-hill.

VTOTICE
to SHIPPERS and PASSENGERS

for

J\ NEW ZEALAND.-The
Roval Mail Steamship

PRINCE ALF «ED, 1000 tons,
BOWDEN, commander,

is now loading, and will bo despatched
punctually

on 9th

June, immediately
after arrival of the English mail per

Northam, taking goods and passengers
hence for

NELSON, M'ELLINGTON,
PORT COOPER, nnd

OTAGO, without transhipment.
Goods and passengers

for
NEW PLYMOUTH and AUCKLAND

aro
con-

voyed from Nelson by one of tho Company's infcerprovincial

steamers.

.

,

Shippers are requested to completo theirslitpmonts,
nnd

ïiassongers
to pay

"balance of passnge-money. not later

than tito 8th intitaut.
PEARSON and CO., agents,

Moore's Wharf.
EDWARD COLEMAN,

Oencral Manager.

HE INTERCOLONIAL
ROYAL MAIL

STEAM

PACWET COMPANY'S VESSELS, carrying

II. M. Malls, will be despatched from
SYDNEY

for
NEW ZEALAND at tho undermentioned dates (and

monthly thereafter),
or immediately

after the arrival of

the English Mails:-

__,_.

For NELSON, WELLINGTON, PORT COOPER,

and OTAGO, wlthont transhinment, taking gooch
nnd

passengers
also for NEW PLYMOUTH

and AUCK-

LAND.-PRINCE
ALFRED, 1000 tons,

BOWDEN,

commander, 9th Juno.

For NELSON, WELLINGTON, PORT COOPER,

and OTAGO,without transhipment.-LORD WORSLEY,

550 tons, JOHNSON, commander, 8th July.

For AUCKLAND
direct

and PORT
NAPIER.

LORD ASHLEY, 550 ten«, STEWART, commander,

lOtih July.

Shippers will please te toke notice that no goods can bo

received unless accompanied
bv a shipping oriler, and the

destination of such goode'for all the above ports,
Auckland

exacpted, distinctly
nnsriwdon tho packages. "Shipment of

goods cannot Tw guarantiees unless deliverer!"-on
the wharf

within twenty-four
honro oT the departure

of tim steamers.

'For freight and passage apply to PEARSON and CO.,

»gents, Moore's Wharf.

EDWARD COLEMAN, General Mnnngcr.

OR THE M ANN IN G HIVE«".-The sohooncr

GLEANER.
SAMES COX trod CO., Baltic

'Wharf._
OR MACLEAY RIVER-The

NONPAREIL
sails

on THURSDAY.

Apply on board, ni tho Commercial Wharf._
F

FOR
tho MORUYA RIVER.-The schooner DOVE to'

now receiving cargo, and will positively
sail on

THURSDAY next.

,

For frei eh t or passage, apply to HENRY CLARK E,

Victoria Wharf._'

FOR
MORUYA RIVER.-The fast sailing fcetoh

TITANIA, H. BASTÓN, master, ¡snow receiving

cargo, and will sail on WEDNESDAY
AFTERNOON.

For freight or passage apply to T. M. CAFFERY, Vic-

toria Wharf.

OR THE RICHMOND
RIVER.-The

schooner

GOLDSEE-KEI?, HUTTON, master, will sail -on

FRIDAY MORNING;
now receiving cargo.

For freight
or ;passngo apply

to F. W. COOK,

Bathnrst-street ; 'Or te the Captain, on board, at the Baltic

Wharf._

FOR
THE MANNING RIVER.-The MARTHA,

from the -Commercial Wharf, WEDNESDAY

E VENIN G. "_

FORWINGHAM, MANNING RIVER.-The schooner

FLYING FISH is now receiving cargo, and will-sail

on THURSDAY nsxt, .Tune'.th._

IrURST
VESSEL for

MORETON BAY.-The schooner

1 MARGARET, Captain
SMITH (late

in the A.-S.N.

Co.'s sen-Ice),
is now fast loading at the Flour Company's

wharf, and will sail-on FRIDAY next.

For freight or'naisago apnlyon'board,
or to LAÏDEEY,

IRELAND, and O©., Lloyd's Chambers, George-street.

OR MORETON
BAY. - The clipper barque

MELANIE,-SHOLL, master, having called here on

her way
from Ade3aido to land a portion of her cargoon

havo room for about 40 ton» freight,
if sent down 'before

TUESDAY, 7th instant, fonwhieh and passage apply to

R. TOWNS and CO._

OR WIDE BAY direct.-Tho TOM TOUGH-will

sail in a few days.

MOLISON and BLACK, 4, Bridge-street.

F

FOR
WIDE HAY direct.-Should

(nillici.nt
induce-

ment offer THIS DAY, a first-class
vessel will be

placed on the berth, to sail THIS WEEK.

LAIDLEY, IRELAND, and'CO., Lloyd's Chambers,

George-street.

ÏÎ1ST VESSEL 'for PORT.CURTIS
and ROirC

HAMPTON.-Tho BRILLIANT, A. It. PA11KÍHS,

i will be despatched in aifow da^s.

Apply
on bonni at the Flour Gompany's

Wharf; or to

.LAIDLEY, IRELAND, and <O0., Lloyd's Chamber«,

'George-street.

OR PORT CURTIS ond'ROOKHAMPTON direct_

The rcirnlar trader.and -fast Billing clipper schooner

'JENNY LIND, CURRAN, master, is receiving cargo at

?tlie Jetty. Campboll's Wharf,
and will sail on WED-

NESDAY, the 8th instant.

.For freight or passage, having oxoellent accommodations,

apply to LOTZE and LAHNACH, Lower George-street.

I^IR'T"VESSEL
for MELBOURNlFWHAR?.-The

'

'ESPERANZA
ha« «till room for a few tons of light

?freight, if engaged at once.

Apply
on board, at the Flour Company's Wharf ;

orto

.LAIDLEY, IRELAND, and CO., Lloyd's Chamberß,

George-street._

FOR
MELBOURNE Wharf.-To clear THIS DAY.

-Tho regular and established -trader WANDERER,

SMITH, master, is
now fast loading at tho Victoria

Wharf, nnd will clear This Day. Only requires a few tons

light freight to fill up.

For freight or passage apply to ISENRY CLARKE,

Victoria Wharf; or MOLISON and BLACK, No. 4,

Bridge-street.

NLY VKSS-U. for ADELAIDE.-To sail on WED

NE->DAY.~The
woll-known recular trader JOHN

ORMEROD, T. J. SIVIER, commander, having tho bulk

of her cargo
on baird, has room for

alimKed quantity
of

goods only.

For freight
or passage apply early,

to the-raptain,
on

board,
at the Circular Quay ;

to MOLTiiON and

BLACK, Bridge-strcet; or to EBSWOR'MT. and CO.,

Bridge-stroet.

FOR
NELSON and PORT COOPER .-"ia ship

CHARLES EDWARD, 700 tons burthen, WELCH,

commander, having all her dead weight engaged, will be

despatched on tiio 14th ins'jiiit.

Having roomy and well .ventilated'tween decks, alie is

well adapted for.t!ie conveyance of horses and other live

stock. Freight,
moderate.

_PEARSON
a"d rp., agents, Moore's Wharf.

ONLY
VESSEL FOR PORT COOPER. The

favourite trader FRANCIS, having nearly
all her

carno ready, will have her .usual despatch.

For freight or passage, apply on board, at the Grafton

Wharf,
orto LAIDLEY, IRELAND, and CO., Lloyd's

Chambers. George .street.

F
OR AUCKLAND.

The favourite packet hrig'

SARAH, FIRTH, master, loading at tins Grafton

Wharf, clears at the Customs TO-MORROW.

S. A. JOSF.PH. Margaret-street.

Bill« cf lading mnst bo sent in for signature THIS

DAY._°

FOR
WELLINGTON.-THO

WILLIAM ALFRED,

TINLEY, master, is fast loading, and will be de-

spatched in all this week. Shippers uro requested to com-

plete their shipments
without delay.

For freight or passage apply
on board, at the Flour

Wharf ; orto M. E. M URN! M. Queen's-plâco._

POR
OTAGO direct.-The

regular and favourite

trader, OCEAN QUEEN, M'liURNEY, master, is

now receiving cargo, at the Grafton Wharf,
and having

tho greater portion of Ker cargo engaged, will bo de-

spatched on THURSDAY

For freight or passage apply to MOLISON and BLACK,

No. 4, Bridge-street.

* Landing cargo at Dunedin without lightering.

FOR
BATAVIA and BACK.-Tho Al clipper barque

METEOR, 427 tons register,
under charter, will sail

on tho 9th Juno.

For freight and passage apply to Captain IIAYES, on

board ;

or to Mr. SAGE, at 229. George-street, where all

accounts against the ship are requested to bo sent without

delny.

FOR
SAN FRANCISCO.-Touching

at Honolulu on

the route.-The first-class
Danish clipper

ship

CAROLINE, 800 tons, Captain
II. MATTH1ESSON.

This beautiful clipper,
now regularly

in the Californian

trade, is daily expected from Melbourne, where she has just

discharged lier inward cargo from San Francisco, and will

be at once laid on for passengers and freight for that port,

to leave hero on or about the 10th Juno. Her accommo-

dation are of the most satisfactory character, and it may

bo desirable to intimate that Captain
Matthicsson's capa-

bility
as a commander and gentlemanly conduct has been

bomo testimony to ¡n tho most handsome manner by the

numerous passengers ho has conveyed between these colo-

nies and San Francisco.

GEORGE A. LLOYD and CO., agent».

SHIP ADVERTISEMENTS.

FROM
MELBOURNE, for tho FRAZER

RIVER

GOLD-FIELDS -The Al extreme clipper ship

ALICE TIIORNDIKE, THORNDIKE, commander, 1200

tons burthen,
will be dispatched

for Victoua, Vancouver's

Island, and Tort Townsend, Washington Territory,
on

WEDNESDAY, 15th Juno. This ship has the best

accommodation for passengers
in cabin and steerage.

lUns OF PASSAGE.

Cabin . .

. .

...
¿35

Second cabin
...

..

25

Steerage
.

.

...
15

Persons desirous of proceeding
to the Trazer River

diggings,
or the New Settlements

in the United States,

territories,
will find this to bo the cheapest ana mest direct

conveyance.
One-half passage money per steam«: to Mel

bom no will bo allowed

Apply
to NEWELL, HOOPER, and STEVENS, No.

28, King-stieet Melbourne, Captain TnORNDIKE, on

board, oi to HENRY MOORE, Moore's Wharf, Sydney

FIRST
SHIP for

HONGKONG.-For
«old and Pas

sengers -The splendid
and fast-eailmg

Al ship

CAN VAN, 840 tons register,
WILLIAM WILSON, com

mander, will positively
sill on

the 13th irstant. Has very

superior accommodations for passengers
at moderato rates

Applv to Captain WILSON, on board, in
the Cove? or

to B1UERLLY, DEAN, and CO , 278, George-street»

FIRST
SHIP for LONDON-To

Passengers-The

favourite Al ship GENERAL WYNDHAM, has

ono sup« mr stern n-id two side cab TIS still disengaged.
A

few intermediate passengers
will bo taken at moderate

rates

,
Ä

Applv ?" fnritr n LESLIE, onboard, Circular Quay, or

to BRIERLEY, DEAN, and CO , 273, George-street.

Will
PL STAR LINE OP BIUTI3H AND AUS-

TRALIAN PACKETS, sailing
from MEL-

BOURNE for LIVERPOOL on the 25th of every month,

and for
LIVERPOOL tor MELBOURNE on

the 1st and

20th of eve)} month Packet of 25th Juno, tho superb
new

elinpcr<m!p
BLUE JACKET, 1100 tons reftster,

HUGH

CLARKE, commander,
Will bo despatched from Hobson's

Ba\ as r hove

This beautiful clipper is now on her firstToyoge,
andwos

built expressly
for this line of packets.

For beauty of

model mid strength
of build she will bear comparison

with

any ship afloat,
and lier accommodations and general

arrangements
for

the oomfort of passengers will be found,

on inspection,
lo compriso every lmpnnement suggested

by n long experience
in this trade

Tier main saloon is
r. magnificent apartment,

fitted np

with great olegance, including
a pumo, library,

and every

«pplianco necessary for the enjoy mont-of a sea voyage.

The state rooms ore
furnished w th beds, bedding, and

every requisite.

A con
ia provided for cabin passengers.

The second cabin consists of two caloona, fitted up m a

superior manner,
and the berths «re as large as those

usually
met w îtli

m a chief cabin. Steward's attendance

is also"provided.

The great heig*t
between decks affords Bteerage pas-

sengers most excellent accommodations,
the berths beiág'

spiciotis, lofty,
thoroughly lighted

and ventilated,

Tho ship is now alongside
the Railway Pier, Sandridge,

where intending fassengcrs
are in7ited to inspect her.

A surgeon accompanies
tho ship

Notice -Pasfuges from England by this line of packets

can be obtained at moderate rates on application to tHo

undersigned.

For lates of passage
or other particulars, apply

io

LORIMER, MAORIE, mid CO ,
122, Collins-street West.

TO
SHIPPERS and PASSENGERS for LONDON.

Will sail positively
on loth June-Messrs

Dtm

bu's ship WATERLOO, Al, 1000 tons, JOHN YOUNG,

commander, will sail as above, full or not full Cargo

received alongside at Circular »Quay One large after

cabin and two sido cabins disengaged
The supenorrby

of Me»srs Dtunbar's line as passenger ships is well-known,

and cabins should bo secured vithout delay to prevent

disnppointmei
t

Apply
to Captain YOUNG, on board, or

to GIL-

CHRIST, WATT, and CO , Margaret-street_

BLACKWALL
LINE OF P VCKET3 from MBL

BOURNE to LONDON.-The splendid Al clipper

ships
AGINCOURT, 1200 tons, GEORGE TICKELL, Com-

mander, tosa 1
on tho 18th June.

,

DOVER CASTLL, 1200 toiw,
JOnN ADAMS, com-

mander,
to sall

on the 4th July,

rares-Cabin, £GO to £90

Second ditto,
£30 to '£35, including

steward's at-

tendance

Third ditto. £15 to £25.

Those vessels ore the property
of Messrs Green ef

Blackwall,
w 1 oso

name is
a suflicient guarantee

for the1

superior accommodation which will be afforded to the

passengers.
For plans, a, d particulars

of dietary scale of 2nd and 3rd

class,
npply to w P WHITE and CO , Melbourne,

or to'

J B M ETC \LFE and CO, 264, George-street_

DUIG1N
VL BLACK WAL LINE-Messrs Money,

Wigram and Sons' (of Blackwall Yard, London)

i,ine of PnokW, Ships
-For LONOON -To sail positively

from MELBOURNE
on TUESDAY, June 21st,

the inagnifieert elipner ship KENT, 1000 tons, Al at

Lloyds, M T CLAYTON, commander.

Tho Kent has earned such a high reputation
for the

rapidity
and regularity of her passages as to entitle her to

rank as tho fastest ship sailing between London and the

Austr ilian colo ueg

The accommodations for all classes are very superior,
but

they nie now so .veil known as to render a description of

them unnecessary

She is commanded bj M T Clayton, Esq. (formerly

chief oflicer),
who, on the outward voyage, won the esteem

sud confidence of all on board, and -upon lils
arrival in

Hobson's Bay received the highest testimonials from his

pissengers

An experienced surgeon will accompany the ship.

A cow is on board, for
the use of the saloon passengers.

FtRFS

Saloon, as per agreement

Second cabin (unJudirg steward's attendance),
£35

Third cabin £18 and £«5.

For plans of cabins, rates of passage money, freight,
«te,

and nil puticnlar«, apply to BRIGHT, BROTHERS, and

?CO , Melbourne,
or THACKER, DANIELL, and CO,

iQ'Coniiell-street,
Sy dney.

HEIGHT for ADKLAilJE, about 140 tons of iron.

Apply to BRILRLEY, DE \N, and CO, George-street.

FOR SALE, a Gentleman's SKirF,~Í8~£et longTm

_«_

good
co ulition, with sail und oars. Applv to Mr

BOLTON, boat-builder,
Harbour View Hotel, George

streot

E6SKLS W \NTLD Constant employment and

quick despatch from Morpeth and Newcastle

VOLISON nnd BLACK, 4, Bridge-street

yTTANTED,
a VESSEL, to convoy about lifty

head of

TT hones, and other freight, hence to Calcutta

L MDLEY, IRELAND, and CO
_

W~XÑTOD
to CHARTER, fora dnectvoyago to

the

Mauds, or there and back, a smart and good craft,

of less than 100 tons burthen. GEORGE A. LLOYD

and CO , Lloy d's Chambers

HOLLINWDE,
FOR LONDON-All ACCOUNTS

against this vessel must be rendeicd in duplicate,

by noon, on WEDNESD VY, 8th instant,
or they will not

be recognised GILCHRIST, WATT, and CO, agents

rjUIP
WILD RANGER, from LONDON -All parties

O haying CLAIMS or AOCOUN TO against the above

vessrlwillbe pleased to furnish them in duplicate bv

THURSDAY next, at noon, to the undersigned Dated

this 8th Jay of Juive,
1859. BRIERLEY, DEAN, and

CO, 273, Geoigo street

0 SHIPOWNERS and otheis -The Proprietors
of tlio

P \TENT SLIP, Sussex-street, are now prepaied to

tako np vessels, of all sires,
at Is per ton, and 6d per ton

per day, slip hue, CHARGÍNG only the REGISTERED

TONNAGE, and will also guarantee the best and most

expeditious workmanship,
with materials of every descrip-

tion,
at the lowest possible price».

W
WILLING ION is making

a shipment
of

.
PARCELS to-Pickfoid aj,d Co ,

Carneis, by the

WATERLOO,
to England, Irelind, Scotland, and Wales

Small pirceifl.OneSiiillmg 12, Essex st, G lol-hill, Sydney.

E\V bOÜTlI WALLb AU\1LI\RY OF TUL

LONDON MISSIONARY
SOCIETY-A Public

MEETING will be held THIS EVENING, in the Rev

A Silmon's Church, Wicimano-stree^
«hen tho c1 nins

of missions ni cornice ion with the above hociety will be

ndvocited. Misslonaiics to the New Hebrides now
in

Sydney, ministers,
mid otheis mteiostcd in the cause of

missions, will addiess the meeting
Chair to bo taken at

7 o'clock

PHILOSOPHICAL
SOUL TY OF NLW SOUTH

WALES -The Monthly MEETING
ol this Society

will bo held In the Hall of the Australian Library, Bent

street,
THIS

DA Y, the 8th of Jnne, at 8 o'clock

p
in Bubinoss -Election of new members, report lrom

tho Microscopical Committee, pap« by Henry A bevein,

Fan,,
" On the Consti uction

ot Specula lor Reflecting

Telescopes," piper by Unistopher Rolleston, Esq., "On

the means of Dcodoi ¡nug and Utilizing
the Sow i<»o of

To»ns" Paper by William Bland, Esa, "On Atmotio

Navigation
"

ARVNGARA
COPPER MINING COMPANY -

Tho liair-y early
Goneiul MEETING of tho Shore.

hold« s (adjourned fiom 9th Mav) will be holden on

MONDAY, 20th June, 1859, at 11 o'clock a ni. ARCHI

BALD CAMPBELL, se«ctarv_'

THE
MEMBERS of the GERMAN ELECTION

COJM MITTEE are rcqmested to meet TniS EVEN

I ÏHG, at eight o'clock, at the Turn-Verein. Elizabeth

. street.

PERSONS
ADVERTISED FOR.

ELLEN
ALLEN, who arrived in the eolony

in 1855, in

the ship Lady Kennaway, will hear . of her sister

MARY (who is married), by applying
to Mr. M'RAL,

Parramatta._._

._.

PATRICK
BUTLER, who arrived in this colony In the

Isabella,
In 1840, may hear from his MOTHER and

SISTER, by applying
of Mr. THOMPSON, at Moore's

Wharf,
Millers' Point.

C'lffZLETT'S

UPPER
SINGING SCHOOL.-All

the

MEMBERS are requested to bo punctual in atten-

dance THIS EVENING, at half-past 7._

YONEY BETHEL
UNION.-The Monthly MEET

INU of the General Committee is convened for THIS

AFTERNOON, Wednesday, Juno 8th. at four o'clock pre-

cisely,
in the SYDNEY

EXCHANGE (Upper Room,

No. 9),
for the dispatch

of business, and specially
to make

tim final arrangement respecting
the promissory

notes

given
as collateral security

for
the loan of £1000 becoming

due on the 20th of this present month,
either by renewal in

part or wholly, or bv any
other ways and means

as may bo

determined on in committee. A full
attendance is therefore

earnestly
requested.

R. SADLEIR, lion. Secretary.

_L.
E. THRELKELD, Minister.

SYDNEY
LITERARY ASSOCIATION.-Weekly

Meeting
TÏIIS EVENING, at a quarter-past 7.

Adjourned subject for debato :

" Has the Fear of Punish-

ment or
the Hope of Roward the greater influence on

Man-

kind^_
USTRALIAN

JOINT STOCK BANK-Notice
is

j_

hereby given that, pursuant to clause XIX. of the

deed of settlement,
a Special General M h ETING of the

Proprietors
of tho Australian Joint Stock Bank is con-

vened for 12 o'clock (noon) THIS DAY, the 8th

June proximo, at the Banking House in Sydney,
for the

purpose of considering the propriety
of increasing

the

capital
stock of tho Company, by the creation ol new

shares.

By order of the Board of Directora,

A. H. RICHARDSON, General Manager.

Sydney, May 27(h, 1859._

A"
"MERICAN INDEPENDENCE.-American

Citizens

in favours of celebrating
the approaching

Anniver-

Bury of American Independence
in an appropriate manner,

are .equoíted
to meet at my office,

No. 2, Macquaric-placo,

at one o'clock-p ni.
THIS DAY, 8th instant.

_ROr.ERT

D. MERRILL.

OMMERCIAL
BANKING COMPANY of SYDNEY,

v^
-A Special General MEETING of Proprietors

will <

be held, at the Banking-house, George-street, on FRIDAY,

the 10th proximo, ai noon, for the purpose of ELECTING J

an AUDITOR, in theroom of Henry Gilbert Smith, Esq.,

disqualified
by reason of his appointment

as a director.

Bj order of the Board, ROBERT NAPIER, mauager.

Sydney, 25th May._
EUTSCHE MONATSCHRIFT.-Heft

II. wird heute

ausgegeben.
J. DEGOTARDI._

C

D
OKOTECTIVE

ASSOCIATION.-A
MEETING

of.

JL tho Central Committee will bo held at Mr Kelly's,,

Emu Inn, George and Bathurst streots, on WEDNES-

DAY (this) EVENING, 8th Juno ; chair to bo taken

at half-pist 7. Members particularly requested to attend.

J. II. RUCKER, secretary._

KEMP'
for EAST SYDNEY. - A SPECIAL

MEETING of C.Kemp's Election Committee will

be held at tho Central Committee Rooms, Metropolitan

notel, THIS DAY, "Wednesday, June 7th, at 4 o'clock.
A

full attendance is particularly requested.

JOHN TENDERED, secretary.

"IT'EMP FOR EAST SYDNEY.-A
MEETING of

JV Electors favourable to-tho return of Mr. C. KEMP

lorEnst Sydney will bo held THIS EVENING, at the

Star Hotel, Macqunrie-plnce.'at half-past 7 sharp.
"

_JOntf
RENDERED, secretary.

KEMP
FOR EVER, and political

freedom.

Vote for KEMP, and BO class legislation

Do j ou want an elective upper chamber? then vote for

KEMP

Do you desire railway and telegraph
extension ? then re-

turn KEMP as your member

Do yon want good laws, retrenchment,
and judicious

.'economy, then vote for'KEMP.

|
FEW MORE WORDS from CHARLES KEME, at

the Star Hotel THIS'EVENING. _

~tr0UNG AUSTRALIANS
-Attend the MEETING

X- ofvour Candidate DRIVER TO-NIGHT, nt Mr.

JOHN WICKEOGHAN'S, Woolloomooloo-street,
at 8

.o'clock.

RIVER for EAST SYDNEY.-A
MEETING of Mr.

Driver's Committee will be held THIS EVENING,

st 7 o'clock, at the Three Tuna, King-streut,
to make ar

?raugementa
for the Polling-day. Be early.

R. It.
DRIVER FOR EAST SYDNER.-Mr. 'R.

DRIVER will meet the Electors TniS EVENING

jitithe following places :

At Mr. Alexander Steel's, 'Royal Arms, comer of Devon-

shire and Riley streets,
Surry Hills, at 7 o'oloek.

At Mr. J. M'Keogh's,
Victoria Inn, Woolloomooloo

street,
at 8 o'clock.

.Working men attend.

_N.

ROBINSON, hon, sec.

DRIVER
FOR EAST SYNDEY.-The Committee for

securing the Election of Mr. R. DRIVER, jun., are

?requested
to attend at the Committee Rooms, Three Tuns,

.Elizabeth and King.treets,
THIS AFTERNOON, at 4

o'clock precisely.
N. ROBINSON, lion, sec._

_RTIN and WENTWORTH.-A
MEETING "of

tho Central and Local Committees and the friends

andlinpporters
of Messrs. Wentworth and Martin are re-

quested particularly
to meet THIS EVENING, at half

past? o'clock p.m., at the Central Committee Rooms, Fox's

HoMï,_inç.s_reet
East WILLIAM P. CASEY, secre-

tary^_
ARTIN mid WENTWORTH for EAST SYDNEY".

-rPoll cnrlv.M
ARTIN mid WENTWORTH for EAST SYDNEY.

--Poll early, fur Martin and Wentworth.

LE^FrORS OF EAST SYDNEY'.

Who established the Mint ?

MARTIN.

_Then
vote for him.

LECTOJIS
OF EAST

SYDOff EY.-?

WJw looked after the Sewerage?

MARTIN.

_Then
vote for him.

L E C T O Ra Ô~F BAS T S Y D N E V.

Who opposed the Establishment of the Mint?

COWPER.

_Then
do not vote for him.

^LECTORS
OF EAST SYDNB

Y.

W ho is the best Statesman of all the candidates?

MARTIN.

_Then
vote for him.

Y
OTE FOR MARTÍN and No Sewerage Tax.

Vote for MARTIN and Protection to Native In-

dustry.

Vote for MARTIN, who fearlessly expresses his opinions,

and supports
them by argument.

Vote for MARTIN, who will never condescend to seek a

vote by mounting the stump.

MU.
BENBOW'S Committee and friends are requested

to meet THIS EVENiNG (Wednesday), at the

Robin Hood Inn, on business of importance. By order

of the Committee.

O THE THOUGHTFUL AND HONEST ELEC

TORS OF EAST SYDNEY.-When you go into

? lie secret balloting chamber, with the list of candidates in

your hand, think twice,
and act conscientiously,

and I'll defy

you to draw the red chalk through Charles Kemp's name.

No ! That straightforward
honest man-if your conscience

is awakened, and prejudice
is put aside-MUST

stand at

the head of the poll.

_A

SEER.

MR.
PARKES' CENTRAL COMMITTEE ROOMS,

at Mr. Mason's, Spre id Eagle Inn, corner of Park

and Elizabeth streets. Any information required can be

obtained at any hour of the day. S. GLE AD ALL, lion.

Bec.

R. PARKES' CENTRAL COMMITTEE nièët

EVERY NIGHT at Mr. Mason's, Spread Eagle

Inn, corner of Park and Eltzabath streets.

ARK ES.-QUESTION.-If
II. PARKES be not a fit

and proper person to represent us, where are the

other four candidates having more claims and being better

qualified
? The answer is required at the ballot-box.

PARKES.-Who
stood by the political rights of~the"

peoplonnd obtained much for them, when it was not

fashionable for them to do so ?-H. PARKES. Then vote

for him.

PARKES.-Who
were your best friends upon tile Land

Question in days gone by?-H. PARKES, Dr.

LANG, ROBERTSON, &c. And who speaks plain out.

[

now ?-H. PARKES. Then vote for him.

I?. PARKES will ADDRESS the Electors of East

Sydney,
at tho Temperance Hall, Pitt-street, THIS

EVENING, Wednesday, June 8.
Chair Uken at hulf.past

7. Friends of good and enlightened Government, rallv

round vour old, tried,
and faithful representative, HENRY"

1 ARKES.

K. PARKES will ADDRESS tho Electors of East

Sydney, at the Temp-rnnce Hall, Pitt-street,
THIS

EVENING, Wednesday, June 8. Chalrtaken at half-past

7 Friends of good and enlightened Government, rally

round your old, tried, and faithful representative,
HENRY

PARKES,

i

M
E

Ê

E

E

PARKES.-What
is

the best guarantee
that a man

wilt be true to the principles
he professes?-Why,

the unflinching consistency
of the past.

Then vote for

H. PARKES.

P
UBLICANS

VERSUS PARKES.-See the report of

A
the meeting held respecting

Mr. Parkes' opinion
of

yon as a body.
Treat him as he deserves-do not vote for

the man who so grossly insulted you._

PUBLICANS
TFljYDNBY.- Yow

attention is

directed to the advertising
columns of the

HERALD THIS DAY ; your interests are particularly
con-

cerned._

flOWPER
FOR EAST

SYDNEY.-The
Committee

; conducting
the Election of the Hon. CHARLES

COWPER, for East Sydney, will meet at the Central

Committee Rooms, Mr. Spencer's,
Shakespere Tavern,

Pitt-street,
THIS EVENING, at 7 o'clock,

to make final

arrangements lor the Polling to-morrow. N.B.-A.
lull

attendance is particularly
requested. By order of the

Committee,
ANDREW ALLAN, hon, secretary.

WHO
HAS proved himself the friend of the working

classes? CHARLES COWPER.
Then VOTE

for him.__

WHO
HAS proved himself able to govern

the country»

for the benefit
of the people at large

? CHARLES

COWPER. Then VOTEfor him._

COWPER
and FREE

SELECTION.-Free
selection.

VOTE for COWPER._.

OTK for
COWPER and PROGRESS.-Vote

for

COWPER, the Tried Man ! VOTE for COWPER

and good government._

HO PASSED THE ELECTORAL
BILL, giving

us all the right to vote? COWPER! Then vote

for him._
HO, although

at the same time Chairman
of the

Anti-Trnnsportation
League, introduced CONVICT

LABOUR FROM Van Diemen's Land ? C. Cowper.

Then, reject him._

OWPER, PETO,
and COMPANY.-Mr.

COWPER

say» the electors have been misinformed about the

Peto contract. If so,
wnv DOES NOT MR COWPER TELL TJS

WHAT THE PETO CONTRACT
IS? Because he knows that its

publication
would show his statement to be UNTRUE.

R. JOHN BLACK for EAST SYDNEY.-A

MEETING
of the Gentlemen who have kindly

agreed
to assist Mr. Black on the day of election are

respectfully requested to moet,
THIS AFTERNOON, at

half-past
3 o'clock,

at the Central Committee Rooms

Emu Inn (Kelly's),
Bathurst-streot.

All parties friendly

to Mr. Black are also invited to attend. JAMES PEMELL,

Honorary Secretary._

DR.
LANG, PEMELL, and STEWART for AVE3T

SYDNEY.-A public
MEETING of the Electors of

West Sydney will be held, on THURSDAY EVENING,

the 9th instnnt,
at'tho Fountain of Friendship Hotel, corner

of George and Goulburn streets (Mr. M'Masters'), at half

past 7 o'clock. The candidates will address the electors on

the important political topics of the day. C. G. REID

Honorary Secretary._

DR7~LÂNTG7~PE!>rELL
and STEWART for

WEST

SYDNEY.-The
branch committee formed last

evening to secure
the election of the Rev. Dr. Lang, James

Pemcll, and Robert Stewart,
will hold their meetings at the

Stirling Castle Hotel (Mrs. Phillip's)
corner of Cleveland

and Botany streets, Railway Bridge,
where electoral lists

can be inspected, and every information can be obtained.

ALDERMAN
SUTHERLAND, chairman,

GEORGE SUTTON, Secretary,

_C.
G. REID, Hon. Sec._

DR. LANG, PEMELL, and STEWART for WEST

SYDNEY.-A public
MEETING of the electors of

West Sydney will be held on WEDNESDAY evening, the

8th instant,
at the Lord Nelson notel (Rutherfords',

late

Wells),
Miller's Point, at half.paBt 7 o'clock. The candi-

date will address the electors on the important political

topics of tho day.

_G.
C. REID, Hon. See.

PLUNKETT
and DEN IEHY for WEST SYDNEY.

A Public MEETING of the friends and supporters

of the above gentlemen will be held at Mr. BOYD'S,

Woolpack Inn, Haymarket, THIS EVENING, at half

post 7 o'clock. Mr. Deniehy will attend. GEORGE

PHILBEN, honorary secretary.

PLUNKETT
and DEÑIEHY, for WEST SYDNEY.

The Central Committee Rooms of the above gentle-

men will be open DAILY, from 10 o'clock, a,m., to IO

o'clock, p
m., at Mr. SOLOMON'S, Lyceum Hotel, York

street.
GEORGE PHILBEN, Honorary Secretary.

BROUGHTON
for WEST SYDNEY.-The

COM-

MITTEE for securing the return of Mr. THOMAS

BROUGHTON
will meet at the Central Committee

Koomi, Hope Tavern, corner of Barrack and York streets,

THIS EVENINC, at 8 o'clock, to consider business of

importance. JOSEPH R. CLAYTON, lion, sec._

WEST
SYDNEY ELECTION.-Alderman

MURPHY

will address the Electors, in the large room of

COLLINS' Family Hotel,
near St. Benedict's,

THIS

EVENING, at half.past
7 o'clock.

Alderman Sutherland

in the chair. JOHN G. RILEY, honorary secretary.

UIGAN FOR WEST SYDNEY.-In consequence
of

the pledged proposer of Dr. Duigan,
a Government

employee, having been induced by intimidation from head

.quarters
to break his promise yesterday

at the eleventh

hour, Dr. DUIGAN can only tender his most sincere

acknowledgments
to his numerous supporters

in the

Eastern Division of the city, and now urgently
and respect-

fully
solicits

the suffrages of the electors of »Vest Sydney,

whom he will have the honour of addressing
on the day of

uomination.

COOPER
FOR PADDINGTON -Honorary Secretaries

will be in attendance at Hickson's Londonderry

Tavern, Botany Road Redfern, and at AValsh's, Sportsman's

Arms, Botany Road, Waterloo Estate, from 4 to 9 p
m. on

THURSDAY, and from 8 a.m. to 4 p
m. on FRIDAY, to

afford information to the electors wishing
to vote for Sir

Daniel Cooper, the peoplo's candidate.

OOPER'S COMMITTEE.-The Paddington, Redfern,

Surry Hills,
mid Waterloo Estate Committees

will meet at Birch's. Su-sex Arms Hotel, Paddington,

THIS (Wednesday) EVENING, at half-past seven o'clock,

to make arrangements for the day of polling and for the

transaction of general business. It is requested
that all

who possibly can will attend.

ADDINGTON
ELECTION. -Redfern and Surry

Hills District.-The Central Committee for securing

the election of Sir DANIEL COOPER will meet at

CALLAGHAN'9,
Foresters' nail, Turner-street,

Red-

fern, every
MONDAY EVENING, at 8 o'clock.

Local Committee Rooms for this District:

Strickland's,
Hand and neart, Botany Road ; Robinson's,

Boundary Stone, Surry
Hills ; Bunting's,

Bee Hive

Waterloo Estate

E. Byrne's, Bullanaming-street
: Welsh's, Botany Road;

Hickson's,Londondeiry
Tavern ; Brown's, Buckland Hotel,

Waterloo Estate.

ADDINGTON ELECTION.-Paddington
District.

The Central Committee for securing
the election

of Sir DANIEL COOPER will meet at BIRCH'S, Sussex

Arms, every evening.

SIR'DANIIL
COOPER will meet the Electors of Pnd

dington,
as follows :

On THURSDAY, 9th June, at half-past 7, at Mr.

Brown's, Buckland Hotel, Waterloo Estate.

/"ÍOOPER for PADDINGTON.-VOTE
for COOPER

COOPER
for PADDINGTON.-VOTE

for COOPER-,

tho Man of, and for the People.

OOPER for PADDINGTON.-VOTE
for COOPER,

and have nothing to do with SnAMS and LAWYERS.

COOPER
"for PADDINGTON.-Electors

of Paddington,

VOTE for COOPER, whoso whole interest is so

completely identified with your own, that he cannot injure

you without injuring
himself.

"PADDINGTON ELECTION.-WAN TED to be

17 known, whetV.er Mr. WINDEYER, who is a mere

theorist,
and has no stake whatever in the electorate he

seeks to represent, can bo a better representative than the

man whose wrholo interest is in the dis riet ? Electors,

ask yourselves
if yon, who are residents, are not better

acquainted
with your own wants and wishes than any mere

speculators
in POLITICAL GAMBLING?

_AN

ELECTOR.

INDEYER for PADDINGTON -The Committee

for securing
the Return of Mr. Windeyer will

meet EVERY EVENING at their Committee Rooms,

Mr. CHAMBERS', Redfern Inn, Kcdfeni-streefc, Redfern,

at 7 o'clock.

WINDEYER
for PADDINGTON.-A PUBLIC

MEETING of the Electors of Paddington will bo

held THIS EVENING, at Mr. HARRIS', Redfern Inn,

Botany-street,
Redfern. Electors attend. Mr. Windeyer

will
address the meeting.

ELECTORS
of PADDINGTON.-Attend the Nomina

tion which takes place THIS DAY, at Paddington,

at 12 o'clock.

ADDINGTON ELECTION.-Prodigious
Sncriiice.

Conscienco of a Lawyer, including
the substance of

£500 per annum, to be given away at the Uustings,
on

tho 8th June, in tho year of grace 1859. Wonderful ! ! !

PADDINGTON
ELECTION.-THIS DAY, at noon,

a LAWYER will offer himself a victim on the altar

of his country
for the benáfit of-nimself.

Electors be

present mid behold the SACRIFICE. N.B.-Previous to

the immolation, the victim will deliver an oration in

faultlessly grammatical language*
''

pcntlemen, gentle-

men, gentlemen !" attend,

C

PADDINGTON
ELECTION.-As

it has beeni stated*

that I have been brought
out in thla election for

certain party purposes
and by certain parties, I beg to.stat«

-

that such is not the ease,
and that I contest,tbe

election

solely
on political grounds

of difference with Sir Daniel

Cooper, and without the support »^"^^gglJ^SJj,

CAMERON
for the GLEBE »nd RALUAI^.-Mr.

CAMERON will MEET the ELECTORS at Vak?«,.

Balmain Hotel, Balmain,
on WEDNESDAY

EVENING,

the 8th instant, at 7 o'clock p.m.

G. MORANT SIMPSON,! gecretarieB.

JOHN T. MACKAY, J

aetreut '"'

/CAMERON
FOR THE GLEBE and BALMAIN.-

.

I J Mr. CAMERON will address the Electors at the

Glebe on THURSDAY evening, June 9th, at 7 o'clock, at

the University Hotel._

-A N L'Y BEAC
H.-SHEPHERD

for ST;

LEONARD'S.-The
Committee for securing

the

election of Mr. Shepherd
will meet on FRIDAY EVEN

ING next, the 10th of June, at 7 o'clock,
at Mr. Birch's ,

New Brighton
Hotel.

C1 AYERS FOR ST. LEONARD'S DISTRICT.-Mr.

O SAYERS
will meet the electors at the undermen

LANEPCOVE-Waterhou3e's, WEDNESDAY, 8th June.

half-past 7.

,.

. ,

ST. LEONARD'S-At
Mr. R. Hawkins' Hotel,

ou

FRIDAY, 10th June, half-past 7 o'clock.

HUNTER'S HILL-At an early
day.

Electors, be eat ly at the meetings, and hear Mr. Bayera

candid and honest political
sentiments.

FltE DERICK CROFT, chairman.

'ARTHUR for NEWTOWN.-Attend
his Meetings

and hear his Political Principles._

R. M'ARTHUR
will hold MEETINGS throughout

the Electorate of Newtown, in tho following
locali-

ties :-Kingston,
Camperdown, South Sydney, Redfern,

Bowen's-lane,
and other places. The time and places to be

hereafter mentionod._

?»T'ARTnUR for
NEWTOWN.-The Shepherd'»

1VJL
Paddock and Redfern Committee will meet at

SHIPMAN'S,
White Swan Inn, Shepherd's Paddock,

EVERY EVENING, at half-past
7 o'clock,

where the

Electoral Lists may bo seen, and all necessary information

obtained._,
TV/f R. HOLT for NEWTOWN.-ALTERATION

OP

IVJ. MEETING.-Mr.
HOLT will be happy to MEET

the ELECTORS of Newtown, at the undermentioned

places :

WEDNESDAY, tho 8th June,
at Mr. nickson's, Lon-

donderry Tavern, Botany Road.

FRIDAY, the 10th June, at Mr. DaviB', St. John's*

Tavern, NEWTOWN.

MONDAY, tim 13th Juno, at Mr. Madigan's,
Bed Lion

Inn. CAMPERDOWN.

TUESDAY, tlie 14th Juno,
at Mr. Brennan's,

Setilers'

Arms, SOUTH SYDNEY.

Each meeting to commence
nt half-past

7 o'clock p.m.

EWTOWN ELEC TORS.-Vote for BROWN, and"

encourage Native Talent._,

B
ROWN FOR NEWTOWN.-Vote

for BROWN and

Progress.

E
LECTORS OF NEWTOWN.-Vote

for HOLT:

ELECTORS
OF NEWTOWN.-Vete

for HOLT and

Education._

H
OLT

FOR
NEW TOW

N.-
-

ELECTORS
OF NEWTOWN.-Vote

for HOLT and-'

Reform._

ELECTORS
OF NEWTOWN.-Vote for Mr. HOLT

the man who lias the largest stake in the electorate,

and will therefore, look best after your
interests.

ELECTORS
OF NEWTOWN.-Vote tor HOLT and

Railway Extension.

NEWTOWN
ELECTORATE.-Mr.

BROWN will

address the Electors as under :

WEDNESDAY, 8th June, at Cooper's, Gardeners' Arms,

Botany Road.

FRIDAY, 10th June, at Richardson's,
White Horse Inn,

Newtown.

The chair to be taken each evening at half-past 7.

Electors attend.

NEWTOWN
ELECTORATE.-Vote

for BROWN,

Freo Trade, Extension of Railways, and open np
the

Public Lands.

n.. LEONARD'S
ELECTION. -

Mr. SAYERS'

O Central Committee MEET, EVERY EVENING, at

Mr. JOHN BLUE'S, Old Commodore Hotel, at half-post

7 o'clock. FREDERICK CinFT, Chairman._

SAYERS
FOR ST LEONARD'S.-Mr. SAYERS

will meet the electors at Mr. Waterhouse's,
Green .

Gate, on WEDNESDAY next, the 8th June, at balf-past

7 o'clock.
FREDERICK CROFT, chairman._

SHEPHERD
for SAINT LEONARD'S.-Mr.

SHBP-

HERD will meet the electors as follows :-At Mr.

Jones', Red House Inn, North Shore, THIS (Wednesday)

EVENING, at 7 ;
and it Mr. Fhile's, Billy

Blue Inn, the

same evening, at half-past 8.

_ROBERT
PHENNA, honorary secretary.

SHEPHERD,
for SAINT LEONARD'S.-Mr. Shep-

herd's Local Committee will meet nt Mr. Cowell's,

Ryde, THIS (Wednesday):EVENING, at 7.

_ROBERT
PHENNA, honorary secretary,.

SHEPHERD,
for SAINT LEONARD'S- Mr. Shep-

herd'» Local Committee will meet nt Mr. Birch'«, New

Brighton Hotel, Manly Beach, THIS (Wednesday) EVEN-

ING, at 7.

_ROBERT
PHENNA, honorary secretary.

SHEPHERD,
for SAINT LEONARD'S.-Mr. Sbep

herd's Local Committee will meet at Redgrave's, Fig

Tree Inn, THIS (Wednesday) EVENING,at 7.

-ROBERT PHENNA, honorary secretary.

REYNOLDS
and RAILWAY" REFOBTM.-TO the

electors of Canterbury.-Gentlemen,-We beg to

refer you
to Mr. Maurice Reynolds' address, which appeared

on Tuesday the 7ih instant. Wc are, gentlemen,
vour

obedient servants,
HENRY MOON, chairman,

_FREDERICK
P. AJEARES, secretary.

REYNOLDS'
FOR CANTERBURY.-A

MEETING

of the electors
will be held on THURSDAY EVEN-

ING, at 7 o'clock, at Mr. Drake's Inn, Ashfield; at MT.

Blackstone's, Cook's River Road, on FRIDAY EVENING,

at 7 o'clock ; at Waverley on SATURDAY, and at Bur-

wood ou MONDAY. H MOON, chairman.

EIT for CENTRAL CUMBERLAND.-Mr. JOHN

N. BEIT will meet the electors of Central Cumber-

land a. Puyten's, the Australian Arms, Parramatta,
on

THIS WEDNESDAY, the 8th instant, at 7 p.m. ; and at

Liverpool,
at the Terminus Inn, on THURSDAY EVEN

ING, the 9th, at 7 p.m_

BEIT
FOR CENTRAL CUMBERLAND.-Mr. JOHN"

N. BEIT will meet Hie electors of Central Cumber-

land, at Liverpool,
at the Terminus Inn, THIS DAY,

Thursday, the 9th, at 7 o'clock p.m.

MR.
JOHN HURLEY, of the electorate distriot of

NARELLAN, will meet his constituents at the

several nndernamed places and times stated, to explain

his political views and principles :

Mr. Michael Byrnes',
Joiner's Arms, Campbelltown, at 7

p.m., on SATURDAY, the 11th instant

Mr. Lawrence Darcy's, Appin Inn, on MONDAY, the 13th

instant, at 4 p.m. ;

and

Mr. Charles Waters', Crown Inn. Nnrellan, on WEDNES-

DAY, the 15th instant, at 4 p.m.

r,

",
T

THOMAS HAMMOND, hon. sec.

Campbelltown, June Cth.

MR.
J. H. ATKINSON will address the ELECTORS

of CENTRAL CUMBERLAND,at the following

places
:

IRISHTOWN,

At Bartletts,
Globe Inn, on WEDNESDAY EVEN-

ING, June 8th, at 7 o'clock.

PEftNANT HILLS,

At Mr. King's Inn, on
FRIDAY EVENING, June

10th, at 7 o'clock.

PARRAMATTA,

At Payten's,
Austvalinn Hotel, on SATUBDAY

EVENING. Juno 1 Uli, at 7 o'clock.

§YDNBY
PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.-Members

aro respectfully requested
to PAY up their ANNUAL

BSCRIPTIONS prior to tho next concert,
either to the

collector,
Mr. H.W. Ingram ;

Mr. Webb, secretary ;
or to

Mr. W. H. ALDIS, honorary treasurer.

MASONIC
BALL-A MBETING~of the Committee

will be held THIS EVENING, at the PreeZsons*

Hall, at 7 p.m. preoisely, at which it is necessary to have

a lull attendance. A. COHEN, honorary secretary.

ORLD'S WONDE It.-Austi alian Youth, a"cd Ï«

_years; weight, 19 stone; height, 5 feet 1 inch.

ORLD'S WONDER.-Australian Fat Boy will bo

exhibited at the Bull und Mouth.

w
ORLD'S WONDER, exhibited ut the Bull and

Mouth, from 10 a.m. till 10 p m.

WORLD'S
WONDER- Austiuliau Youth, size rouud.

the shoulder,
56 todies: waist, 53 inches; calf of

leg, 21 ¿inches; thigh, 35 inches; arm, at shoulder,
l8

inches ; height, 5 feet 1 inch. Admission,
one shilling

:

children, half-price.
GEORGE EVANS, agent, Bul) and

Mouth.

H
AYDN'S ORATORIO, the CREATION.-A Jen

Copies foi-SA LE at the SchQ-1 of Arts.
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The “Australian” or secret ballot: This 1859 Sydney Morning Herald 
advises its readers how to vote under the new system of secret 
voting. Australia was a world leader in such democratic reforms, which 
empowered working people.
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Significantly, just as the Thatcher-led return to blind faith in markets and individualism was gaining a foothold in Britain, the Australian 

people voted out their conservative government led by Malcolm Fraser and his treasurer, John Howard. A major reason was the clumsy, 

insensitive way it tried to undo many of the social reforms of the Whitlam Government, including Medicare’s predecessor, Medibank.

The Hawke-Keating Labor Government won a huge majority at the 1983 federal election and 13 years of Labor rule began.

While Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan were trying to destroy unions, the role of government and collectivism in general, the 

Australian Labor government brought business and unions together to deal with the nation’s economic issues. It adopted an inclusive 

approach – called the Accord - to decision-making, which helped Australia avoid the excesses of the Thatcher-Reagan model and 

continue to develop a mixture of popular government-run programs, such as Medicare, and, where appropriate, private, market-based 

arrangements.

There was no shortage of debate and controversy surrounding some of Labor’s policies, including privatisation of the Commonwealth 

Bank and QANTAS. With the benefit of hindsight it is arguable that Australia could not completely isolate itself from the many pro-

market and globalisation changes occurring around the world. Many of their excesses were avoided though. Better-balanced policies, 

which also forced business to pay its way through the closure of various tax rorts like the tax-deductible long lunch, were implemented. 

Medicare and compulsory superannuation were introduced.

However, during this period supporters of the Thatcher-Reagan “revolution” were also growing in number and confidence in Australia 

and many of the ideas behind it started to be openly promoted by conservative politicians and organisations. The first full attempt to 

import this “revolution” occurred at the 1993 federal election when the Liberal-National parties campaigned for a program of substantial 

change called “Fightback”. Amongst its proposed changes were the introduction of a 15 per cent goods and services tax, the effective 

abolition of Medicare and a significant reduction in workers’ rights, collective bargaining and the role of unions. The Australian people 

rejected it.

The conservatives had learnt their lesson though. In 1996 the Liberal-National Coalition finally won power again after 13 years, with 

Fraser Government treasurer, John Howard, as prime minister. It won by avoiding the high profile approach of 1993, when “Fightback” 

and all its details were published months before the election, allowing for close public scrutiny.

During its period in office, the Howard Government again forced large numbers of Australians into private health insurance, started 

tampering with Medicare, cut taxes on business and capital and introduced a 10 per cent GST on virtually everything working people 

and pensioners buy. Then, after nearly ten years in office it finally launched a major attack on workers’ rights through its WorkChoices 

policy.

This last policy cost the Howard Government the 2007 federal election, and John Howard his own electorate.  Over the next six years 

in opposition, the federal Coalition parties again adopted a low profile approach to such unpopular policies. Consequently when they 

resumed power in 2013 most voters were unaware of their real agenda.  This time, they proceeded quickly to introduce their pro-

market, small government ideology.

The sweeping changes they propose, and the ideas underpinning them, to Australia’s way of life and traditional social-economic model 

based on the “fair go”, are outlined in the National Commission of Audit and the 2014 federal budget.

The 1980s and beyond in Australia5.

Strong government programs work: During 
the 1980s Australia’s Labor government went 
against the Thatcher-Reagan anti-society 
trend and introduced the effective and popular 
government-run program, Medicare.
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These hard-line policies are not a sincere effort to rein in spending after the GFC emergency. They are arguably the most audacious 

changes proposed for Australia since free European settlement replaced the convict system in the mid-19th century.

Thatcher and Reagan used the oil price shock of the 1970s to implement an ideological agenda, rather than simply address the 

specific issues and problems of the time. The Abbott Government is using the same strategy. It is trying to use post-GFC debt and 

deficits, which every serious expert knows and says are at very manageable levels in Australia, as an excuse to attack our national 

values and our expectations of policy fairness and balance and implement the 1980’s thinking that drove governments like Margaret 

Thatcher’s in Britain.

As Quiggin (2013) noted6: 

Advocates of commissions have learned nothing, and forgotten nothing, since Kennett’s audit 20 years ago, which in turn reflected 

the political orthodoxy of the 1980s, based on microeconomic reform, privatisation and financial deregulation.

When commissions of audit began, there was a lot of excitement about new ways to involve the private sector in the provision 

of public services, epitomised by the hit American book of the time Reinventing Government. Some of those ideas, such as 

competitive tendering, have worked reasonably well, even if not up to their promoters’ expectations. Others, such as PPPs, have 

been disasters, to the point that even insiders like Lend Lease have described the model as ‘broken’.

In all probability, none of this experience will be reflected in the commission’s report when it is released in January. Instead of a 

road map for Australian government in the 21st century, we will see the ideology of the 1990s used to support one last push for 

the policy agenda of the 1980s.

The world, including Australia, has now had some time to assess these market-based policies and it is obvious they have a mixed 

record.

The appalling conduct of financial institutions, which led to the GFC, and the growth in inequality, is now obvious. Governments had to 

resolve the market-created GFC by bailing out many failed banks, guaranteeing the savings of ordinary people, and spending money to 

keep people in work.

Here in Australia we have witnessed many “market” or private sector failures, with governments having to take back public hospitals, 

private road projects going bankrupt and the collapse of ABC Child Care, to mention just a few. Rural and regional Australians know 

they would have limited community services if they relied on “markets” to deliver them.

 6 See attachment 2 for full opinion piece.
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The Audit Commission’s 
proposals in more detail

The role of government1.
Before it became policy and budget detail, the Abbott Government’s audit commission created its manifesto on the “principles of good 

government”. These principles demonstrate  the extent to which the audit was an ideological exercise rather than a genuine independent attempt 

to consider Australia’s post-GFC debt and deficit issues. The 10 principles on which it builds the manifesto are:

1. Live within your means. All government spending should be assessed on the basis of its long-term cost and effectiveness and the 

sustainability of the nation’s long-term finances. 

2. Harness the benefits of the Federation but demand a responsible Federation. The Commonwealth’s activities should be guided by 

the Constitution. The States and Territories should be free to compete amongst themselves, respecting the regional differences of a big 

continent. However, there will be occasions where the national interest calls for a cooperative and national approach.

3. Protect the truly disadvantaged. Government should protect the truly disadvantaged and target public assistance to those most in need.

4. Respect personal responsibility and choice. Government should not and cannot eliminate or insure every risk to the community. Personal 

responsibility and choice are fundamental to our democratic system. 

5. Assure value for taxpayers’ money and ministerial responsibility. Governments spend taxpayers’ money not the government’s money. 

They must assure value across all expenditure and constantly strive to improve productivity and eliminate waste. All programmes should be 

regularly assessed for effectiveness against their stated goals and outcomes. Ministerial responsibility is imperative and departments should 

be the primary source of policy advice.

6. Be transparent and honest. Transparency and honesty are fundamental to accountability. Government policy goals and programme 

outcomes must be transparent. Transparency in government will better illuminate the choices we face and the decisions needed for the 

overall good of the nation. Spending on lower priorities, however popular at the time, needs to be resisted.

7. Reduce complexity. Government should reduce complexity which impacts on its own operations, the operations of the States and 

Territories and the activities of the community and business. Reporting requirements should be kept to a minimum.

8. Avoid regulation as a first response to a problem. Adding new regulations to deal with problems should be the last resort and introduced 

only when existing laws prove inadequate and the risks of no regulation outweigh the costs to the community. 

9. Act in the public interest and recognise the benefits of markets. In competitive markets, customers, not producers, take precedence. 

Competition and contestability drive lower costs, improve quality and give people what they want. Government should act in the public 

interest and only intervene in markets where market solutions fail to produce the best outcome for the nation as a whole. 

10. Do not deliver services if others are better placed to do it. The delivery of public services should, wherever practicable, be handed to 

those organisations and levels of government closest to those receiving the service and should not be duplicated. 

While its specific recommendations must be addressed, these points are possibly the most significant aspect of the audit commission’s reports.

There will always be debates about the cost of living, the micro-detail of various programs, the best way to fund priorities and the timing of new 

initiatives. However, if key participants in the debate, such as the audit commission, do not even accept the value of a genuinely mixed economy and 

the capacity and the right of government and collectivism to promote fairness and opportunity for all sections of society then all other matters are 

of no consequence.
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Therefore, the ANMF believes that we must not allow these “principles” as a whole to gain majority acceptance in Australian society. Some might 

sound reasonable on their own, but as a package of “ideas” they lack balance and are naive, especially in terms of the respective capacities and 

limitations of the private and public sectors. The principles do not stand close scrutiny in their effectiveness in all situations and run contrary to the 

experience of the Australian people, who have built a reasonably successful and equitable society using the mixed economy model.  

The ANMF rejects the premise that markets are the starting point. Human rights are the starting point for good public policy.  Governments have 

a vital role to play in ensuring the basic needs of people, such as food, shelter, quality healthcare and education, are available, accessible and 

affordable.

Governments can also run many programs and risk-management systems more equitably and cost-effectively for society as a whole than the 

private sector. Included in this are public hospitals, schools and universities.

Therefore governments can and must continue to play a major part in making life fairer and more secure for all, not just the “most” disadvantaged, 

the term we now find creeping into political discourse. In many areas such as healthcare and schooling, governments provide important quality 

services for all, not just a safety net.

Regulation is also an important function of government. Workplace injury, inadequate health and safety measures and financial risk can all result 

from poor business practice and unscrupulous behavior. Regulation plays a key role in protecting low and moderate income people and in many 

areas should be in place from the outset to avoid people being injured and deceived.

As regulated professionals, nurses and midwives have a direct understanding of the importance of accountable practice. Practice rules and 

guidelines make the system safe.

In the aged care sector, nurses see first-hand the many problems and reduced quality of care caused by low staffing, which itself is partly due to the 

lack of regulation of how taxpayer and resident funds are spent by facility and service owners.

The ANMF rejects the audit commission’s indifference to the importance of regulation, especially in areas like human and financial services. The 

recent GFC should provide enough evidence of the risks of letting markets make their own rules. 

The ANMF is also concerned about the audit commission’s push to have even more competition between the States in the area of tax collection, 

especially while maintaining uniform business regulation at the national level.

This is just another attempt by the business sector to force lower taxes by playing the States off each other to attract business. This race to the 

bottom on the revenue side would create even bigger budget deficit and debt problems or lead to significant service cuts in areas like health and 

education.

The 2014 federal budget indicates the Abbott Government is heading down this track, with big cuts in future State funding for schools and hospitals. 

This is a major policy lever in the push for smaller government and it will not benefit the Australian people. The ANMF will oppose this idea and any 

push for further reductions in government revenue through interstate competition.
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Government revenue and spending2.

In many ways the audit commission’s first recommendation also sets the tone for the others.

It reinforces, with specific targets and levels, the small government, pro-market ideas set out in the ten so-called “principles of good government”:

Recommendation 1:           Fiscal framework and rules

The imposition of clear fiscal rules and frameworks is one way of strengthening the nation’s finances. The Commission recommends the 

federal government adopt a high-level fiscal strategy which seeks to achieve underlying cash surpluses, on average, over the cycle; improve the 

government’s balance sheet over time; and limit the size of government, as a proportion of GDP.

It should do this by adopting the following fiscal rules which set out how the fiscal strategy is to be achieved on a year-by-year basis.

•	 Achieve	a	surplus	of	1	per	cent	of	GDP	by	2023-24.

•	 Substantially	reduce	net	debt	over	the	next	decade.

•	 Ensure	taxation	receipts	remain	below	24	per	cent	of	GDP.

This recommendation assumes the value of surpluses and set revenue targets without any reference to the good of the people or the specific 

needs of the community at any given time in history. If this type of thinking had been adopted during the GFC hundreds of thousands of Australians 

would have lost their jobs and many family budgets would now be in ruin.

In fairness to the audit commission, this recommendation is a direct response to the terms of reference, but all the evidence suggests the 

commissioners support the Abbott Government’s general values in this respect anyway and, like the current federal government, they unmistakably 

want to “limit the size of government”.

The audit commission also seems to accept the idea there is some sort of budget emergency, which most serious experts reject.

The ANMF accepts that after a genuine emergency like the GFC, when action had to be taken to save jobs and businesses, there might be some 

reassessment of finances. It is a common experience, even at the personal level, to increase spending to deal with an emergency or crisis and then 

have to reassess the situation when things settle down. However, there is no need for a full-scale attack on government programs and the role of 

government in our society. 



Chart 6: Comparison of Budget balances for selected economies, 2012-2018

Source: IMF Fiscal 
Monitor April 2013 
and Treasury.
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Chart 5: Comparison of Government net debt for selected economies, 2012-2018

Source: IMF Fiscal 
Monitor April 2013 and 
Treasury.

As the 2013-14 federal budget papers (2014) (Statement 1: Budget Overview pp 21-22) point out:

Net debt is expected to peak at 11.4 per cent of GDP in 2014 15, and decline over the remainder of the forward estimates. Net debt is projected 

to reach zero in 2021 22, only one year slower than projected at MYEFO despite the substantial reduction in expected tax revenue.

Net debt remains very low by international standards, with the average net debt position of the major advanced economies expected to be 

around 93 per cent of GDP in 2014 (Chart 5). Despite the delay in the return to surplus, Australia will return to surplus ahead of most other 

advanced economies (Chart 6).
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Increasing government income/revenue - fairly3.

One of the biggest weaknesses of the audit commission is the lack of focus on ways to increase government revenue. This is hardly surprising in a 

process predicated on reducing the size and role of government.

The audit commission has placed complete trust in markets to achieve economic growth and industry capacity in Australia. According to the 

commission, taxes should be kept low to allow this to occur.

The ANMF believes the private sector plays a vital role in Australia’s economy and prosperity. The ANMF believes governments do also.

Government revenues should be set at a rate that allows the government to do its job properly and transfer resources into employment generating 

and service delivery areas like health and social services. For good reason, these areas will continue as two of the biggest employment growth 

sectors over the coming years. It is perfectly sound, as a lot of other industries use technological improvements to reduce employment numbers 

while still enjoying reasonable incomes, that taxation should be used to shift some of that income to the areas of healthcare, education and social 

services.

The following graph indicates projected employment growth by industry to 2017.

Projected employment growth by industry – five years to November 2017 (‘000s)

Source: Department of 
Employment, Education and 
Workplace Relations (2013) 
Employment Outlook to 
2017

Creighton and Crowe (2014) refer to the work of several respected Australian economists to argue that the “nation’s jobs market will become 

increasingly reliant on taxpayers during the next five years  as mining and manufacturing shed staff to make way for an army of health, 

education and welfare workers.” 1

So numerous prominent experts are confirming the trends, in official statistics over a number of years, that the nature and areas of employment are 

changing and, in some cases, significantly.  These trends are actually to be expected as societies and technology progress. 

 1 See attachment 3 for full reprint of the article.



According to Rafferty and Wu (2010, p.5) “technologies have produced dramatic reductions in communication, computer processing and transport 

cost; and less labour is now needed to produce agricultural, mining and manufacturing output.”

The observations of these experts are further confirmation that governments need to refocus urgently on the revenue and industry growth aspects 

of the economic and public finances’ debate. 

The audit commission has completely ignored this need and in recommending a capping of taxation at 24 per cent of gross domestic product it is 

ignoring the employment and social realities in 21st century Australia. The private sector might help create wealth – government run industries can 

create wealth too – but if revenue is not increased through taxation, the private sector’s contribution is of reduced value to the wider community.

The ANMF also believes that the federal government should levy taxes in a way that supports equity as well as economic growth. By increasing the 

range and rate of various financial, investment and other business taxes, rather than continuing to shift the burden onto working people through an 

increased and expanded Goods and Services Tax (GST) and State income taxes, Australian governments can both add to their income and achieve 

a fairer taxation system.

It must also be remembered that a key reason Australia has an ongoing budget deficit and extra debt is that government tax revenue did drop a few 

per cent during and after the GFC.  

 The following extract from the 2013-14 budget papers indicates the impact of the GFC on the tax to GDP ratio.

THE IMPACT OF THE GFC

THE FEDERAL TAX SITUATION - TAX TO GDP RATIO

In addition to lower nominal GDP, lower than forecast tax collections in 2012-13 have resulted in the expectation of less tax per dollar of GDP. 

This is expected to impact the tax to GDP ratio in 2013-14 and across the forward estimates. Indeed, tax receipts as a share of GDP are expected 

to remain well below pre-GFC levels over the entire forward estimates period. Over the five years to 2012-13, the average tax to GDP ratio is 

expected to be 20.9 per cent, lower than any period since the five years ending in 1995-96.

If the tax to GDP ratio was the same as it was in 2007-08 (23.7 per cent), the year immediately prior to the GFC, tax receipts would be around 

$24 billion higher in 2013-14 alone. 

Chart 1: 
Tax to GDP ratio
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Source: Commonwealth Budget 2013-14 Budget Paper 1 Statement 5.
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The ANMF believes our national leaders should put their energy into growing the economy, industry and, as a consequence, national and State 

taxation income, rather than focusing on cost cutting and reducing the role of government.

There are also various tax options, targeting financial speculators and other business and investment distortions, which could help plug the current 

revenue hole. Some of the taxation reductions for high value, self-managed superannuation funds should also be reviewed. The Australian government 

should also cooperate fully with international efforts, including through the G20, to cut international tax avoidance, especially by big corporations, and 

close down tax havens. These are fairer policy options the ANMF will continue to pursue in its dealings with governments.

Case study - financial transactions tax (FTT)
As a case in point, the ANMF believes that for reasons of tax equity and social need Australia should introduce a financial transactions 

tax (FTT).

In recent years the tax burden has increasingly fallen on families and pensioners, while corporate and financial taxes have been reduced 

ostensibly for reasons of efficiency and job creation.

This narrowing of the tax base has created a significant squeeze on government revenues and the capacity of governments to continue 

to provide high quality public services. It has also increased the cost of living for most people, seen a spreading of user pays charges for 

basic public services and a drive to hold down wage rates in key public service areas such as health, aged care and community services.

Since the release of the audit commission’s recommendations and the 2014 federal budget the debate about increasing the GST and 

expanding its coverage has flared up in Australia.

The ANMF believes that instead of disadvantaging ordinary people again through tight budget 

measures, it is time the federal government took and redistributed a larger share 

from those involved in the billions of dollars in financial transactions, 

much of it speculative and of little productive value.

If governments can tax transactions between a pensioner 

and their plumber at ten per cent then they can tax 

financial transactions at 0.05 per cent or an agreed final 

figure. If governments can tax ordinary families buying 

homes, then they can and should tax international financial 

transactions.

In summary, a FTT is a tax on institutional trades of currencies, 

stocks, bonds, derivatives and interest rate securities. It is sometimes 

referred to as the ‘Robin Hood Tax’ by various high profile campaigners 

within Australia and around the world.
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A State income tax?4.

Amongst the audit commission’s recommendations are a few dealing with the financial relationship between the States and the federal government.  

In particular Recommendations 7 and 8 have significant implications for service areas, which make them very important to nurses and midwives 

and their patients.

Recommendation 7:         Reforming the Federation – clarifying roles and responsibilities

There is significant overlap between the activities of the Commonwealth and the States. The Commission recommends that a comprehensive 

review of the roles and responsibilities between the Commonwealth and State governments be undertaken, informed by:

a. the principle of ‘subsidiarity’ so that policy and service delivery is as far as is practicable delivered by the level of government closest to 

the people receiving those services; 

b. ensuring that each level of government is sovereign in its own sphere; and

c. ensuring minimal duplication between the Commonwealth and the States and, where overlap cannot be avoided, ensuring appropriate 

cooperation occurs at all times.

Recommendation 8:         Reforming the Federation – addressing vertical fiscal imbalance

A closer matching of the revenue-raising capacity of States and Territories and their expenditure responsibilities would make them more 

responsible in their own sphere. The Commission recommends that:

a. the degree of vertical fiscal imbalance in the Federation be substantially reduced. This should be achieved by providing the States with 

access to the Commonwealth’s personal income tax base;

b. to facilitate this proposal, the Commonwealth should make room and reduce its personal income tax rate by an equivalent percentage 

point amount to a new State surcharge to ensure that taxes do not rise overall. Revenue raised would be hypothecated to the States; and 

c. the States be provided with a capacity to periodically vary the surcharge they impose as a means of injecting further competition into the 

Federation.

In summary, this represents a return to days past. As well as taking Australia back to a time when markets and big businesses ruled the world and 

everyone apparently lived happily ever after, the audit commission wants to return the nation to pre-World War II days when the States charged 

income tax.

This power was taken over by the federal government during World War II and the system has been operating that way ever since.

The recommendations are based on the idea of “competitive federalism”, where the State’s compete with each other to lower taxes and 

government revenue even further. Big business loves this idea, because it can intimidate State governments into reducing the amount of tax it pays.

This issue has already been referred to in Section 1 above, “The role of government”.

In keeping with its pro-business bias, the audit commission wants the best of both worlds – competition, or a race to the bottom, between the 

States on tax, but national uniformity on regulatory issues such as occupational health and safety and wage setting.
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This is a potential disaster for hospital and school funding and the 2014 federal budget has essentially given effect to the first stage of the audit 

commission’s recommendation and cut future funding to the States for schools and hospitals. This has already triggered a renewed tax debate. 

The following extract from the 2014 budget demonstrates the government is undertaking the “reforms” recommended by the audit commission.

State Governments have primary responsibility for running and funding public hospitals and schools. The extent of existing Commonwealth 

funding to public hospitals and schools blurs these accountabilities and is unaffordable.

Reforming unsustainable or ineffective agreements with the States
The Government is addressing this unsustainable situation by moving to more realistic funding arrangements.

In this Budget the Government is adopting sensible indexation arrangements for schools from 2018, and hospitals from 2017-18, and removing 

funding guarantees for public hospitals. These measures will achieve cumulative savings of over $80 billion by 2024 25.

The Government will also reduce or terminate some Commonwealth payments that are ineffective or duplicate State responsibilities.

These include National Partnership Agreements on Preventive Health, Improving Public Hospital Services and Certain Concessions for 

Pensioners and Seniors Card Holders.

The States will be expected to continue contributing to these arrangements at their expense.

Further reform
The changes in this Budget provide a platform to consider longer-term arrangements in the context of the White Paper on the Reform of the 

Federation and the White Paper on the Reform of Australia’s Tax System.

The White Papers, to be completed by the end of 2015, will consider the spending and taxation roles and responsibilities of the different levels 

of government in Australia to ensure that, as far as possible, the States are sovereign in their own sphere.

More sustainable spending arrangements for schools and public hospitals

Schools Hospitals

Source: Commonwealth Budget 2014-15 Overview – Towards a functioning Federation.



The ANMF is opposed to this underhanded means of reducing government revenues by forcing the States into even greater competition over tax 

rates and leaving them at the mercy of big business. This is already a problem in Australia with payroll and other State taxes. It is also a problem 

internationally as many big businesses hold nations and their governments to ransom and seek the lowest taxes for themselves and the lowest 

wages for workers.

The federal government asked the audit commission to recommend ways of reducing the federal budget deficit. Reducing revenue sources and 

tax rates will not do that without finding alternative income or cutting health and education services. This is, of course, exactly what this audit 

commission does recommend in the form of greater individual payments for GP visits, university degrees, child care and etcetera.
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Health5.

The ANMF is the largest health professionals’ organisation in Australia and, consequently, has considerable experience in and knowledge of the 

healthcare sector.

It believes healthcare based on clinical need is a human right and patient care must always take precedence over profits.

As a result, it is extremely concerned by the tone and detail of the audit commission’s recommendations on healthcare and Australia’s Medicare 

system.

The audit commission has accepted without question the idea that Australia is on an unsustainable spending trajectory in this vital policy area. 

The ANMF rejects this proposition and therefore rejects the need for the expenditure cuts, greater private contribution and “small government” 

proposals for healthcare put forward by the audit commission.

a)   Australia’s public heath system is affordable

The ANMF believes Australia has a manageable health budget, even as the population ages over the next few decades, and there is actually scope 

to increase the role of government in areas such as affordable dental care.

The ANMF also rejects arguments that the size of the health budget, as a proportion of GDP, is growing unsustainably. The projected growth is not 

unsustainable and it is not uncommon for the makeup of economies and budgets to shift around as needs change.

For example, the proportion of the economy devoted to motor vehicles and bitumen roads in the 19th century was virtually zero. Now the 

automotive sector is a big part of the economy with most families having at least two cars. Petrol stations and mechanics’ garages can be found 

in virtually all suburbs and towns and road expenditure was one of the few areas of increased spending in the Abbott Government’s 2014 federal 

budget.

Societies change their spending and economic profiles change with them. Growth in expenditure in any given area is not, in and of itself, an 

indicator of unsustainability.

In Section 7.3 of its phase one report, the commission (2014a) states:

Recent Productivity Commission projections suggest Commonwealth Government spending on health will rise from around 4 per cent of GDP 

in 2011-12 to 7 per cent in 2059-60. Health expenditure by State governments is projected to rise from around 2.5 per cent of GDP to almost 

4 per cent of GDP over the same period. Other research projects similar trends.

So, in about 50 years the proportion of GDP spent on health by governments will increase from about 6.5 per cent to between 10 and 11 per 

cent. Firstly, the ANMF challenges anyone to say with any certainty what the world will be like in 50 years. A quick look at the massive changes in 

technology and spending patterns in the last 20 years is enough to suggest it is a brave person indeed who tries to predict life in 2060.
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As Professor Jeff Richardson (2014) stated recently:

The unsustainability of government health expenditure in Australia is a myth that has been carefully nurtured to justify policies to transfer costs 

from government to the public.

… The fear that the rising share of GDP spent on health will harm the economy or our standard of living – reflected in numerous reports for 

the government, including the recent National Commission of Audit’s – is probably a result of bad arithmetic.

It’s entirely possible for spending on health to rise more rapidly than GDP and for the amount of non-health GDP to continue to rise.

If GDP growth per capita fell to the annual average of 1.4% per annum, which occurred between 1970 and 1990, then by 2050 per capita 

GDP would rise by 65%. And if health expenditures rose to the US level of 17.7%, there would still be a 50% increase in non-health GDP per 

capita.

The unsustainability myth is created by focusing on percentages and not on the absolute level of resources available.

Health spending probably will rise as a share of GDP, but the economy is flexible. In 1901, agriculture accounted for 19.5% of GDP; today it is 

2%.

The composition of GDP varies with technology and demand, and increasingly (as agriculture and now manufacturing, decline in percentage 

terms), services – including health services – have expanded.

Professor Richardson is supported by a range of other eminent economists:

A modest rise in health spending was inevitable as Australians grew richer and older, said the chief economist of Bank of America Merrill Lynch 

Australia, Saul Eslake, adding that “to call it unsustainable is probably an exaggeration”.

Far from having a health funding crisis, Australia had “one of the best health systems in the world”, said Stephen Duckett, health program 

director at the Grattan Institute.

“We are less than the OECD average on health spending per capita,” he said. “We’re better than the OECD average on life expectancy. So we’re 

actually in the healthcare system sweet spot.“ (Swann & Hunter, 2014)

Supporters of the ”markets-are-preeminent” ideology underpinning the audit commission are actually opposed to the amount the government 

spends on health and the heavy involvement of governments in the sector.

As Professor Richardson (2014) has also pointed out, the real problem seems to be “a dislike of communal sharing even when it is to alleviate the 

financial burden of those already disadvantaged by illness”. 

International comparisons also show that Australia is in no particular peril in this area: 

Australia’s health to GDP ratio was equal to the OECD median in both 2001 and 2006 at 7.7% and 8.0% respectively. In 2011, it was still 

around the OECD median (9.1% compared with the OECD median of 9.0%). 

… In 2011, Australia spent a similar proportion of GDP on health as Spain and the United Kingdom, a higher proportion than Sweden, Norway 

and Ireland, and a lower proportion than New Zealand, Canada and France. (AIHW, 2013 p.26)
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b)    Privatisation and increased costs are the real agenda

In Section 7.3 of its report the audit commission (2014a) makes its real agenda clear – give the private sector a bigger share of the pie:

Putting health care on a sustainable footing will require reforms to make the system more efficient and competitive. The supply of health 

services must increase in line with growth in demand and improvements in productivity are a natural way of ensuring this. More deregulated 

and competitive markets, with appropriate safeguards, have the greatest potential to improve the sector’s competitiveness and productivity.

This is an idea being tried by various State governments around the country and it has largely been a disaster. The Queensland government recently 

withdrew its plans to privatize a number of public hospitals following a major advertising campaign by the Queensland Nurses Union, which pointed 

out the financial and clinical risks involved with the idea – risks confirmed by KPMG reviews of the Queensland Government’s plans. In various 

States governments have had to take hospitals back or bail them out after private sector failures trying to run public hospitals.

The audit commission’s recommendations on federal-State funding arrangements have already been discussed in Section 3 above. Combined 

with its general view on the role of government, safety nets and increased private payments, the audit commission’s proposals would eventually 

dismantle Australia’s public hospital system and, as evident in places like the USA that run privately-dominated hospital systems, lead to massive 

financial risk for most low and middle income Australians.

The audit commission’s other key health/Medicare recommendations are 17, 18 and 19:

Recommendation 17:        Short to medium-term health care reforms

Australia’s health system is not well equipped to face future challenges such as an ageing population and rising health services costs. The 

Commission recommends the Commonwealth Government pursue reforms to improve the health system as soon as practicable including:

a. requiring higher-income earners to take out private health insurance for basic health services in place of Medicare; and precluding them 

from accessing the private health insurance rebate; 

b. the introduction of co-payments for all Medicare funded services, underpinned by a new safety net arrangement that would operate once 

a patient has exceeded 15 visits or services in a year. General patients would pay $15.00 per service up to the safety net threshold and 

$7.50 per service once the safety net threshold has been exceeded. Concession card holders would pay $5.00 per service up to the 

safety net threshold and $2.50 per service once the safety net threshold has been exceeded; 

c. implement arrangements to ensure that consumers are not able to insure against the co-payment and that medical practitioners who 

wish to bulk bill are not able to waive the co-payment;

d. encouraging the States to introduce a co-payment structure for public hospital emergency departments for less urgent conditions that 

could be appropriately treated in a general practice setting;

e. increasing the threshold for the General Extended Medicare Safety Net to $4,000, while maintaining the Concessional Extended 

Medicare Safety Net threshold at existing levels. Safety net arrangements for Medicare and the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme should 

be retained to ensure support for people facing significant hardship, albeit with some adjustments; 

f. reviewing the Medicare Benefits Schedule to identify and remove ineffective items, replace expensive items with less expensive 

alternatives where available and investigate options for cost recovery for applications to list items on the Schedule;

g. reforming the private health insurance market to provide greater incentives for efficient and cost effective health management through 

deregulating price setting arrangements, allowing health funds to expand their coverage to primary care settings, relaxing community-

rating to allow health funds to vary premiums to account for a limited number of lifestyle factors, including smoking; and reforming the 

arrangements by which insurers equalise risks through the sector;
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h. limiting the Commonwealth’s contribution to efficient growth in the cost of public hospital services to 45 per cent applying from 2014-15 

and — with the exception of activity based funding — reducing the health reporting requirements significantly that the Commonwealth 

places on the States; and

i. extending the current scope of health professional practices (for example, pharmacists and nurse practitioners) to address the future 

needs of Australia’s health care system.

Recommendation 18:        A pathway to reforming health care

Detailed work is required to examine opportunities to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Australia’s health care system over the 

medium to longer term. The Commission recommends the Minister for Health be tasked with developing options to reform Australia’s system of 

health care.

The Minister should report to the Prime Minister in 12 months’ time on progress and a preferred way forward. 

Recommendation 19:      The Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme

The Commission recommends changes be made to the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme and to the pharmacy sector to improve this integral 

part of our health system through:

a. the introduction of new arrangements for funding the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme within a set funding envelope that extends for a 

seven year cycle;

b. establishing an independent authority (‘PBS Entity’) to be headed by a suitably qualified Chief Executive Officer who would oversee 

management of subsidised pharmaceuticals within the Australian health system and be required to report to the Minister for Health;

c. permitting the Minister in exceptional circumstances to have new items listed by introducing a disallowable instrument into Parliament and 

on receipt of advice from the PBS Entity regarding items to be de-listed in order to offset additional costs;

d. increasing co-payments for all medicines under the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme, including for concessional medicines that are 

currently free. This includes: 

i. for general patients with costs below the safety net, a co-payment increase of $5.00 (increase from $36.90 to $41.90), while above 

the safety net a rise of $5.00 (from $6.00 to $11.00);

ii. in line with the increased co-payment arrangements, the general patient safety net should increase from $1,421.20 to $1,613.77; and

iii. for concession card holders, no increase to the current co-payment of $6.00 while below the safety net threshold of $360.00. 

However, once the safety net limit has been reached, concession card holders will be required to co contribute $2.00 to the cost of 

their medicines;

e. opening up the pharmacy sector to competition, including through the deregulation of ownership and location rules; and

f. streamlining approvals for new drugs through the Therapeutic Goods Administration process by recognising approvals made by certain 

overseas agencies.

These recommendations make it clear that the audit commission wants to force increasing numbers of people into private health insurance and out 

of a national, government-run social insurance arrangement and eventually leave free-at-the-point-of-service hospital care as a charitable system 

for the “most” disadvantaged. This is in keeping with its general undervaluing of government programs.
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To get things going the audit commission recommends a number of initial changes to reduce spending on healthcare and hospitals and force high 

income people into private health insurance.  Section 7.3 of the audit commission’s phase one report (2014a) then calls for a bigger long-term 

review (encapsulated in Recommendation 18) with a heavy emphasis on privatization ideas:

It (long term reform of the health system) must make constructive use of the contribution of private health insurance and private hospitals.

One option (although it is only an option) is a universal health insurance arrangement. 

This would make health insurance mandatory for all Australians. The Commonwealth would pay premiums for low income and high risk groups. 

The government would also pay for the health insurance of all children. It would be compulsory for people on higher incomes to take out 

private health insurance. 

Medicare would remain as the default insurer for those on lower incomes, with their premiums paid by government direct to Medicare. People 

on low incomes could alternatively choose a private health insurer, with their premiums still paid by the government. 

The ANMF strongly opposes this type of policy change. Here in Australia, where the public hospital system is mostly government-owned and run, 

we spend less than 10 per cent of our Gross Domestic Product (GDP) on healthcare services. In the USA, where the system is mostly privately 

owned and operated, they spend over 17 per cent of their GDP and still cannot provide equitable access to tens of millions of their citizens.

The audit commission’s public hospital and private health insurance proposals will reverse decades of achievement by those who built our public 

hospital system – often in the face of determined opposition from powerful vested interests in the private and medical sectors.

As the Abbott Government embarks on this “brave new healthcare world”, every Australian must now ask themselves whether they want their 

children and grandchildren to have a quality, affordable, free public hospital system for all, or a privatised mess. 

The ANMF also opposes the proposed co-payments for GP visits and the proposed increases in pharmaceutical costs for patients. The audit 

commission’s recommended payments are a significant amount – for example, $15.00 for a GP visit and still $7.50 after a so-called safety net 

threshold of 15 visits is reached. They are an unnecessary impost on Australian patients and, especially in the case of GP visits, based on an 

overestimate of the average number of GP visits each Australian makes each year.

Based on the long term objectives of the audit commission they are also being used as a first step towards shifting the vast majority of people onto 

private health insurance and using Medicare as a government charity-type arrangement for the “most” disadvantaged.

In April, Fairfax Media did an analysis of the impact of a $6.00 GP co-payment and found it will have a disproportionate impact in lower income 

areas 

A new $6 fee for visits to bulk-billing doctors would fall most heavily on Sydney’s poorest residents, who could pay up to $30 million more a 

year in total than those in the city’s wealthiest areas, a Fairfax Media analysis has found.

The average bulk-billing rate for GP visits in Sydney’s 10 poorest electorates is 96.05 per cent, compared to 74.8 per cent in the ten wealthiest 

electorates, according to the latest Department of Health data.

Prime Minister Tony Abbott’s northern beaches electorate of Warringah, the third wealthiest in Sydney, has the city’s lowest bulk-billing rate at 

61.3 per cent. Chifley, a western Sydney seat held by Labor MP Ed Husic, had the highest rate with 98.9% of all GP attendances bulk billed.

The government’s expenditure review committee has reportedly approved a $6 fee, capped at 12 GP visits, meaning patients would pay a 

maximum of $72 extra each a year. The Medicare co-payment push is based on a proposal by former Howard government adviser Terry 

Barnes, who found the fee would save the budget $750 million over four years and reduce unnecessary GP visits.
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If implemented in full, Mr Barnes’ proposal would see the residents in Sydney’s poorest suburbs pay up to $67.8 million more in health costs a 

year – twice as much as those in the ten wealthiest suburbs. (Knott & Harrison, 2014)

The initial co-payment imposed by the 2014 budget was $7.00 (below the audit commission’s recommendation), but this type of basic research, 

although not rigorous peer-reviewed analysis, still confirms what people working in the healthcare sector, including the ANMF, know to be the truth 

about these types of policies. Such flat fees for essential services like healthcare hit low and middle income individuals and families the hardest. 

They reduce a basic human right – the right to healthcare – to just another purchased commodity.

c)  Medicare is for everyone - it is not a welfare system

The other major proposal set out in section 7.3 of the audit commission’s (2014a) report that threatens Medicare is the recommendation that 

people over certain “higher” income levels be forced to take out expanded private health insurance rather than be covered by Medicare.

People on higher incomes should take greater individual responsibility for the cost of their health care. They are better placed to take out 

private health insurance and should be required to do so. 

Expanded private health insurance coverage should be introduced for basic health services currently covered by Medicare. Higher-income 

earners should be required to insure for basic health services in place of Medicare. 

Expanded private health insurance plans would, at a minimum, cover all services provided by Medicare and public hospitals and would have to 

pay for all health care expenses of the insured, including the cost of treatment in a public hospital. 

This requirement on higher income earners to take greater responsibility for their health care could be put into effect through a penalty 

arrangement that would result in an increase in the Medicare Levy surcharge for people on high incomes who do not purchase expanded 

private health insurance coverage. 

The threshold for purchasing expanded cover should be set at $88,000 for singles and $176,000 for families. A Medicare Levy surcharge of 

1 to 1.5 per cent already exists and this should be increased to between 3 and 3.5 per cent as part of this reform in order to encourage the 

switch to private health insurance.

This is again a stepping stone – and a major one - towards the audit commission’s longer term goal of destroying Medicare and universal, taxpayer-

funded health services. Once such an idea crosses the threshold from theory to practice and is established as public policy it is just a matter of time 

before the income thresholds are adjusted down and more and more individuals and families are shifted into the private insurance system, with no 

Medicare alternative.

Currently even people with private health insurance are still entitled, as the ANMF believes they should be, to Medicare and to use public hospitals 

free of charge. The audit commission wants to change all that. Private insurance would no longer be an adjunct to Medicare and public hospitals, it 

replaces them.

Such proposals completely undermine the whole concept of Medicare in Australia. It is not a welfare or safety net system. It is health insurance for 

everyone paid through the tax system, which removed the need for private health insurance. In fact, just about everyone earning a taxable income 

already pays a “co-payment” in the form of the Medicare Levy. This was never designed to cover the full cost of Medicare and hospitals. It is a 

symbolic additional income tax payment, which reminds people of Medicare’s purpose.
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As former Prime Minister and Treasurer, Paul Keating (1992) said:

We let Australians privately insure if they choose, but the great majority don’t because Medicare covers them for medical and hospital 

protection. And one of the things which people do is insure themselves privately, for private hospitals or private treatment in hospitals, quite 

often when they don’t have to. And I think the one point to get across about that is that many people are privately insured and they don’t have 

to be. 

In the late 1990s the Howard Coalition government took the first steps towards the audit commission’s objective by introducing a range of incentives 

and penalties to move more people into private health insurance. This has already increased costs for individuals and families who feel they should 

use it since they have taken it out. There are often significant gaps between the insurance coverage and the fees charged for private and dental 

procedures. Some procedures, like major dental work, are even tightly rationed by the insurance companies.

Amongst other risks, including a further blow out in costs for individuals and families, the adoption of the audit commission’s privatisation proposals 

could undermine service quality at the lower end as higher and middle income earners no longer have a stake in its effectiveness. People would 

also become captives of the insurance companies’ usage policies. In fact, the audit commission makes this possibility very clear in section 7.3 of its 

(2014a) report:

If the health funds are to drive greater efficiency they will need to change from passive players into genuine health care partners that support 

their members to navigate the health system and assist them to better manage chronic conditions. 

d)   Conclusion

Finally, the ANMF is always willing to discuss reform ideas like increasing 

the scope of practice for nurses and midwives and has already been 

involved in such discussions for many years. ANMF branches are also 

regularly involved in negotiations, including during wage and workplace 

agreement negotiations, aimed at improving the efficiency, productivity 

and efficacy of the health and aged care systems. Nurses and midwives 

know their workplaces intimately and are always developing, as responsible 

professionals, better ways to practice. Such changes must be based on 

improving and expanding quality services to patients and not simply 

introduced as a way to cut costs.

However, the big challenge for supporters of Medicare and our current 

health system are the market-based, privatisation values underpinning 

the audit commission’s recommendations and the fact that the Abbott 

Government has already implemented a number of its proposals, 

such as hospital funding cuts and a GP co-payment, in the 2014 

federal budget. Based on that it can be fairly assumed that most of 

the other recommendations are under active consideration for future 

implementation.
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Education6.

Education, self-improvement and helping everyone reach their potential, irrespective of income, have been labour movement goals since its 

beginnings in Australia in the mid-19th century.

The eight-hour-day campaign by the Australian union movement was based on giving workers eight hours free time a day for some recreation and 

self-education.  Allowing workers time for self-improvement was a key objective of the eight hour movement.

Free libraries, mechanics institutes, reading rooms and labour movement newspapers all started appearing as part of achieving this objective.

Then in the 1870s, 80s and 90s the Australian colonies introduced public school systems based on the free, compulsory, secular model. Every child 

was to receive some sort of education.

As with so many social reforms during this era, it is often forgotten today that comprehensive school systems such as Australia’s are a relatively 

recent development in human history.  As for the idea that just about every child actually completes year 12 (Qld) (HSC in NSW), this is an even 

more recent development, with the major gains occurring during the 1980s and 90s. Until then large numbers of students finished at 15 and went 

into paid employment or into a trade.

Of course there was considerable opposition from vested interests and elitists when the idea of mass education for all classes was proposed. For 

example, in Britain class tensions were never far from the surface (Gillard, 2011):

Hostility to mass education 

All the schools described above (in the early 19th century) were established by individuals and groups who believed in - and campaigned 

for - mass education. But they found themselves up against vicious hostility to the very idea of educating the poor. One Justice of the 

Peace, for example, opined in 1807 that: 

It is doubtless desirable that the poor should be generally instructed in reading, if it were only for the best of purposes - that they may 

read the Scriptures. As to writing and arithmetic, it may be apprehended that such a degree of knowledge would produce in them a 

disrelish for the laborious occupations of life. 

And when the Parochial Schools Bill of 1807 was debated in the Commons, Tory MP Davies Giddy (1807) warned the House that: 

However specious in theory the project might be of giving education to the labouring classes of the poor, it would, in effect, be found 

to be prejudicial to their morals and happiness; it would teach them to despise their lot in life, instead of making them good servants in 

agriculture and other laborious employments to which their rank in society had destined them; instead of teaching them the virtue of 

subordination, it would render them factious and refractory, as is evident in the manufacturing counties; it would enable them to read 

seditious pamphlets, vicious books and publications against Christianity; it would render them insolent to their superiors; and, in a few 

years, the result would be that the legislature would find it necessary to direct the strong arm of power towards them and to furnish the 

executive magistrates with more vigorous powers than are now in force. Besides, if this Bill were to pass into law, it would go to burthen the 

country with a most enormous and incalculable expense, and to load the industrious orders with still heavier imposts. 

As the last line of this quote indicates, there was also opposition to it being paid for by governments and through taxation revenue. However, the 

reformers won the day, to some extent. Recalling that mass education has always had its opponents and that government funding of education has 

also had its opponents is important when considering the recommendations of this audit commission and various changes proposed in the 2014 

budget. It shows that achieving equity in this area has always been a struggle and required vigorous campaigning.
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So providing educational opportunity to all in society is a major and very recent development and has provided a great benefit to people who would 

have, because of their income or status in life, otherwise missed out on the chance to develop themselves, use their intellect to its capacity and 

make a contribution to society based on merit.

Society has also benefited from the greater contribution more people could make because they did get an education. Equitable reform of the 

education system has helped unlock the potential and creativity of many more people.

It is clear educational opportunity benefits both the community and the individual.

Certainly giving every child the opportunity to reach their potential irrespective of their family’s means, has always been strongly advocated by the 

labour movement. Providing ongoing training and education for adults has also been a key labour movement objective.

Until recently it was still not uncommon in Australia to hear people discuss how they missed out on certain careers or educational chances in life 

because their parents could not afford it.

The ANMF does not want to see a return to those days. It believes the audit commission has made a number of recommendations, especially on 

higher education, which could undermine the ongoing development of an equitable and effective education system in Australia.

a)   Schools

The ANMF does not intend to provide a detailed response to the audit commission’s recommendations on school funding and will be guided by 

its colleagues in teaching and other education unions, as well as experts who support equity in the running of the education system. However, the 

ANMF does note that the audit commission took a similar approach to future school funding by the Commonwealth to the one it took on public 

hospital funding, which, put simply, was a recommendation to cut future Commonwealth funding.

In doing so the audit commission seemed to reject the ‘Gonski’ schools reform and funding package:

It is not clear to the Commission that the projected step-up of growth in Commonwealth schools funding over the next decade has been 

sufficiently justified. While the Government has locked in funding agreements for the next four years, new arrangements should apply from 

2018 onwards. The amount of ‘per-student’ funding in 2017 should be maintained and then indexed by an appropriate measure to reflect 

reasonable inflation in school costs. (National Commission of Audit, 2014a section 7.7)

The ANMF believes this is a retrograde step. The audit commission seems to accept the argument advanced by many political conservatives that 

extra money does not guarantee improved educational outcomes. Given that a lot of the extra funding goes to paying extra teachers and for extra 

teacher time with disadvantaged or struggling students, the ANMF does not believe this argument is valid.

For example, if extra one-on-one time with a teacher doesn’t help, why do so many parents spend money on individual coaching for their children?

As for international comparisons of educational outcomes, the ANMF believes these are often difficult to make in a meaningful way. Certainly lower 

comparative rankings do not necessarily mean that competency and acceptable and reasonable outcomes for the majority of people are not being 

achieved.

b)   Higher education

Some of the most significant reforms to education in Australia in the last 50 years have been in the area of higher education.

For a large part of the 20th century, a university education was beyond the means of most Australians.  This was especially true for women.

Until the 1970s there were only a handful of universities in Australia, where careers like medicine, engineering, dentistry and law were pursued 

and mostly by men. These courses were expensive, involving up-front fees in most cases. Some scholarships assisted lower income students who 

performed well at school.
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Alongside universities was an array of technical colleges, institutes of technology, teachers colleges, commercial colleges and hospital-based nursing 

schools where many people worked towards diplomas, trade certificates and other non-degree qualifications.

In the 1970s the Whitlam Government abolished university fees, theoretically making university more readily available to students irrespective of 

their family’s capacity to pay.

This reform certainly did put higher education within the reach of many more people and provided that generation with a better chance at an 

education than their parents and grandparents.

During the 1980s the Hawke-Keating Labor government significantly expanded the university sector with courses such as nursing and midwifery. 

Even more Australians could now go to university. To pay for this equitably the Labor Government re-introduced fees, but not up-front fees. The 

new fee was a part-payment for the cost of their course and was only repayable, and then in instalments, when the graduate was earning a certain 

level of income.

Since then there has been a regular and legitimate debate about the level of the fee and the income threshold for repayment. However, the idea 

remained that there would still be government regulation of the fees.

As well as its predictable recommendation to cut the government contribution, the audit commission recommended that course fees be partly or 

fully deregulated so universities can set their own fees:

Recommendation 30:     Higher education arrangements

Commonwealth funding of higher education promotes quality and equity of access, while contributing to a more skilled and productive 

workforce. The Commission recommends a number of changes be made to existing arrangements to better account for the private benefits of 

higher education and improve performance of the sector including:

a. decreasing the average proportion of higher education costs paid by the Commonwealth through the Commonwealth Grants Scheme 

from 59 per cent to 45 per cent and increasing the average proportion of costs paid by students from 41 per cent to 55 per cent;

b. tasking the Minister for Education with developing options to increase competition in Australia’s education system through a partial or 

full deregulation of fees for bachelor degrees, taking into account any relevant recommendations of the Review of the Demand Driven 

Funding System. The Minister should report to the Prime Minister in 12 months’ time on progress and a preferred way forward;

c. reducing the cost to the Commonwealth of the Higher Education Loan Programme by:

i. increasing the interest rate applying to HELP loans from the current rate (equal to movements in the CPI) to a rate which reflects the 

full cost to the Commonwealth of making the loan (incorporating the government borrowing rate, as well as the cost of bad debts 

and administration costs);

ii. increasing the repayment of HELP debt through reducing the threshold for HELP repayment from $51,309 per year to the minimum 

wage of $32,354 (with a low starting repayment rate of only 2.5 per cent);

iii. changing the indexation arrangements for the HELP repayment income threshold from movement in Average Weekly Earnings to 

movements in the CPI; and

iv. streamlining the five current HELP schemes, including removing SA-HELP and aligning administrative fee arrangements and 

incentive payments for early repayment.
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Like so many of its recommendations this one is based on those all-powerful markets eventually acting in the students’ favour, although the audit 

commission (2014a, section 7.13) did express some reservation about this:

This is an area where the Commission considers further work is required. While an increase in competition in the Australian higher education 

market would yield improved outcomes for students, there are questions around whether market forces in Australia are sufficiently strong to 

yield distinct price differentiation between different courses and universities. 

However, the major area of focus is the Abbott Government’s 2014 budget decision to deregulate university fees. The ANMF is strongly opposed 

to this change and believes it will excessively drive up the cost of university degrees.

It is true that a university degree can help people earn high incomes. However, that is not true for the vast majority of university courses today and 

most graduates are in middle income careers such as nursing, midwifery and teaching.

Australia’s health system depends on sufficient people completing nursing and midwifery degrees and going into these professions. Dramatically 

increasing the cost of nursing and midwifery courses, as preliminary data suggest will happen under deregulation, could have serious implications 

for the ongoing sustainability of the nursing and midwifery workforces.  According to the National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU) (2014), from 

2016 universities and other providers can charge whatever they think the market will bear. Students enrolling from now on will pay the new costs 

in 2016.

Norton (2014) suggests that the deregulation of fees would lead to increases in tuition fees of between 65 per cent and over 200 per cent:

Degree                     Years        Estimated Cost             % Change

Agriculture 3  $32,007  65%

Nursing 3 $36,789 74%

Arts 4 $45,669 78%

Creative Arts 4 $40,626 73%

Education 3 $49,244 77%

Science 3 $42,690 103%

IT 4 $44,991 104%

Business 3 $63,174 109%

Engineering 3 $61,392 152%

Architecture 3 $59,684 124%

Law 5 $112,075 122%

Medicine 6 $226,986 275%

Here are the cost of various degrees, based on Norton’s estimates:
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Under a deregulated market, the cost of servicing these degrees will also skyrocket:

•				Higher	Education	Loan	Program	(HELP)	repayment	thresholds	will	be	lowered	by	about	$5,000.

•			Students	will	be	charged	market	interest	rates	on	outstanding	HELP	loans	by	indexing	them	to	the	10	year	

government bond rate, not the Consumer Price Index (CPI) as is currently the case.

These changes will not only dramatically increase the cost of servicing student debt ($2.1b over four years), but are 

highly inequitable.

Students who can pay their fees up-front will avoid having to pay real interest on HELP loans.

Graduates who take career breaks, to care for family members, for example, will suffer from compounding outstanding 

debt and interest payments mounting up over time. Those who are least able to afford paying a high price and incurring 

very high debts will be the ones asked to pay the most.

The ANMF rejects these changes and fully supports the NTEU’s campaign against the Abbott Government’s attack on Australia’s higher education 

system.

The ANMF also rejects attempts by some supporters of these changes to whip up occupational envy from people who did not go to university, but 

whose taxes help pay for others to do so. Such a debating tactic completely misses the point that most parents who did not receive a university 

education strongly support their children pursuing one if they want to. The vast majority of working people actually want their children to do well 

and reach their potential through education. They understand there needs to be a balance between the student paying something towards the 

benefit they receive, when they are able, and the role of government in ensuring those payments do not actually cripple them with debt for years to 

come. That negates the whole point of working towards a good education in the first place.

The Abbott government’s changes also risk imposing significant costs on 

older students, many of whom are forced back to education because of 

structural changes in the economy and the need to enhance existing skills 

or learn a new career.

As for the prospect of graduates who take a career break to have a family 

or care for children also being hit with these higher rates of compounding 

interest while not earning, that would be a disaster for the thousands of 

ANMF members who have a year or two away from nursing or midwifery 

to have children.

Again the audit commission and the Abbott Government, in its 2014 

budget, want to reverse important social and economic achievements, 

which benefit everyday Australians, while refusing to address important 

tax revenue opportunities and acknowledge the role of government in 

maintaining equitable access to, and reasonable cost-structures associated 

with, a university education.

The core function of Australia’s universities and other higher education 

facilities is to provide the nation with a competent, skilled and sufficient 

workforce, across a wide range of disciplines. Concentration on world 

rankings and other elitist, narrowly-focused objectives is a distraction from 

this core responsibility.
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Wages and conditions7.

Despite no mention of wages’ policy settings in its terms of reference, the audit commission took it upon itself to make the following 

recommendation to cut the minimum wage:

Recommendation 28:      The minimum wage

Australia’s minimum wage is high by international standards. The Commission recommends that future growth in the minimum wage be 

contained to improve job opportunities. A degree of variation in the minimum wage should also be introduced across the States to better reflect 

local labour market conditions and the cost of living. This should be achieved by:

a. establishing a ‘Minimum Wage Benchmark’, set at 44 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings;

b. transitioning to this new benchmark by indexing the current national minimum wage to grow in line with the Consumer Price Index less 1 

percentage point for a period of 10 years; and

c. transitioning the minimum wage in each State and Territory to the lower of the ‘Minimum Wage Benchmark’ or 44 per cent of Average 

Weekly Earnings in that jurisdiction by 2023, noting that should this imply a reduction in the nominal minimum wage, the wage would 

instead be kept constant until aligned with 44 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings in that jurisdiction.

The audit commission tried to link the minimum wage to unemployment benefit settings to justify this venture into wages’ policy.

The recommendation is based on market theories of human behaviour rather than principles that respect the human right to an income that has 

some chance of meeting the most basic of human needs.

For more than a century Australia’s wage fixing process has taken into account the cost of living and the right to a living wage.

The famous1907 “Harvester” minimum wage decision, of Justice Higgins2  of the Commonwealth Court of Conciliation and Arbitration, was a 

leading social and economic reform, which led the world in better balancing the needs of workers and their employers.

Higgins decided that the test of a fair and reasonable wage was “the normal needs of the average employee regarded as a human being living in a 

civilized community”. He also said that the pay of the employee should not be dependent on the profits of the employer (Ex parte H.V. McKay): 

I cannot think of any other standard appropriate than the normal needs of the average employee, regarded as a human being living in a 

civilised community.

Many representatives of business and their political supporters have never agreed with this decision and the idea of minimum pay rates meeting 

the most basic of human needs, which underpins it. The Howard Government’s WorkChoices (2005) laws were the most recent attempt to disrupt 

balanced wage setting in Australia. The Abbott Government’s audit commission now wants to reduce the incomes of the lowest paid Australians.  

Recent comprehensive analysis by the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) (2014) points to the negative impact of this recommendation. The 

ANMF joins with the ACTU in rejecting this push to cut wage rates for the lowest paid in our community.

If, as political conservatives often claim, high unemployment benefits and disability pension rates can act as a disincentive to work, then low wage 

rates can also act as a disincentive to business effort. Business owners have an obligation to properly value and remunerate their employees, so 

those employees can enjoy some sort of decent life. They should be running their businesses with a view to covering those costs.

 2 See Ex parte H.V. McKay, (1907) 2 CAR 1, Higgins J, President, 8 November.
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Australia’s wage setting process has always put a price on work value and extra reward for experience and skills attainment. However, it also tries to 

respect the rights and needs of people in the most unskilled and rudimentary of work environments through its minimum wage rate. That principle 

should remain the driver of minimum wage rates.

Finally, on the subject of wages and conditions, the ANMF also notes that the current head of the Commonwealth Treasury, Dr Martin Parkinson 

(2014), in commenting on the audit commission and 2014 budget is reported as saying:

Measures that give the States greater incentives to improve efficiency will be particularly important.

The ANMF simply points out that, despite some criticisms of improvements in the wages of public sector nurses and midwives in the early and mid-

2000s, aimed at keeping the two professions attractive as career options, and the introduction of safe workloads management systems to protect 

patients, these developments have had no substantial impact on the total cost, in GDP terms, of running the Australian public health system.

As the figures below indicate there was no significant change in the expenditure growth rates when most of these corrective wage and staffing 

reforms, for nurses and midwives in public hospital and community health services, occurred:

Health expenditure, public (% of GDP)

Health expenditure, public (% of GDP) in Australia was 6.19 as of 2011. Its highest value 

over the past 16 years was 6.19 in 2011, while its lowest value was 4.77 in 1995.

Definition: Public health expenditure consists of recurrent and capital spending from 

government (central and local) budgets, external borrowings and grants (including 

donations from international agencies and nongovernmental organizations), and social 

(or compulsory) health insurance funds.

1995 4.77

1996 4.85

1997 5.01

1998 5.07

1999 5.32

2000 5.38

2001 5.41

2002 5.61

2003 5.51

2004 5.73

2005 5.67

2006 5.67

2007 5.77

2008 5.95

2009 6.19

2010 6.19

2011 6.19

Year Value Year ValueYear Value

Source: www.indexmundi.com/facts/australia/health-expenditure
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Retirement, ageing and aged care8.

The ANMF rejects the idea that retirees are a burden on society.

The ANMF notes there are four major recommendations on the aged pension and retirement incomes, all dealing with cuts and reductions to rates, 

eligibility and some benefits, but not one recommendation dealing with the level of compulsory superannuation contributions paid into the accounts 

of working people or ways to increase everyone’s alternative retirement incomes.

Surely any commission of audit charged with looking at reducing government outlays, should have considered ways to reduce pension payments by 

increasing other areas like superannuation account levels.

This is another failure by the audit commission, which further reduces its credibility as a genuinely independent assessment of the nation’s finances 

and economic needs.

a)   Reducing the pension rate

The audit commission’s first recommendation (12) on retirement policy is to cut the pension rate.

Recommendation 12:       Age Pension – establishing a new benchmark

The Age Pension is an essential part of Australia’s social safety net. The Commission recommends that changes be made to make it more 

sustainable by:

a. changing current Age Pension indexation arrangements to a new benchmark of 28 per cent of Average Weekly Earnings and maintaining 

other price indexation arrangements; and

b. transitioning to this arrangement, approximately over a 15 year period, by indexing the Age Pension maximum base rate at a rate equal to 

the higher of the growth in the Consumer Price Index or the Pensioner and Beneficiary Living Cost Index until it is equal to 28 per cent of 

Average Weekly Earnings.

This is completely rejected by the ANMF.

As Rafferty and Wu (2010 pp. 60-61) point out in their “Chart 29” below, old age income poverty rates in Australia have been very high by 

international standards:

Chart 29 also shows that after nearly twenty years of reform in financing retirement, Australia has one of the worst systems for delivering 

security from poverty in old age in the western world. The current answer in Australia to resolving that problem seems to be extend the working 

age and demand the low paid contribute more to superannuation, and continue to offer generous tax incentives to the high, to contribute more 

to private superannuation.
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Source: OECD 2009 cited in 

Rafferty and Wu, 2010

Chart 29 – Australia’s 

Retirement Security or 

Poverty?

Chart 7.2: Transition 

to new Age Pension 

benchmark

The audit commission (2014a, section 7.1) tried to rationalise its proposed aged pension cut with the following dubious reasoning:

The rate of the pension is currently linked to Male Total Average Weekly Earnings. The policy rationale for using this benchmark is weak as the 

increase in female labour force participation means a wage measure covering only males is an anachronism in the context of contemporary 

Australia.

Average Weekly Earnings is a more appropriate benchmark for the rate of the pension, given that women are a major part of the labour force. 

Benchmarking to Average Weekly Earnings still recognises that pensions should have regard to community standards through benchmarking to 

wages.

It is proposed that the maximum base rate of the Age Pension be changed over time to be equal to, and then grow in line with, 28 per cent of 

Average Weekly Earnings. 

The re-alignment over time could be achieved by indexing the current maximum base rate of the Age Pension to the higher of the growth in 

the CPI or the Pensioner and Beneficiary Living Cost Index until it reaches the new benchmark.

As shown in Chart 7.2 below, on current trends the transition can be expected to be completed by around 2027-28 (that is in just under 15 

years’ time). 

Source: National 

Commission of Audit.
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The recommended re-benchmarking of the Age Pension will ensure that Australia’s Age Pension programme is more sustainable over the 

long-term.

The audit commission uses a spurious gender-equity argument to assert that the case “is weak” for linking the age pension rate to average male 

earnings.

More than 90 per cent of ANMF members are women. The ANMF has considerable experience in female employment issues. When it comes to 

“weak” cases, the audit commission’s own reasoning is flawed. The audit commission massively oversimplifies the situation and fails to acknowledge 

the central role still played by motherhood and family life in the earnings of many women.

For many people the family, rather than the individual, is still the economic/financial unit. For a range of reasons that still means, in practice, that 

there are a lot more women in part-time or casual paid work than there are men. It is not the only reason, as there are still issues to be resolved 

regarding the equity of wages in many female-dominated occupations, but it is a key reason that total female earnings are significantly lower than 

the male average and way below even the full-time female averages.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) makes this point very clearly in its most recent average weekly earnings tables such as this one:

It is important to note that while Average Weekly Earnings data can be used to compare, at the very broad level, average earnings between 

males and females, such comparisons do not take into account a range of compositional differences, for example differences in occupation or 

hours worked, which contribute significantly to the differences observed between male and female earnings.

Average Weekly Earnings, Australia, Trend(a), November 2013 

    November 2013  Nov 2012 to Nov 2013 

    $  % change 

 Males     

   Full-time adult average weekly ordinary time earnings  1 532.80  3.0 

   Full-time adult average weekly total earnings  1 620.00  2.8 

   All employees average weekly total earnings  1 351.70  2.1 

 Females     

  Full-time adult average weekly ordinary time earnings  1 270.30  3.5 

  Full-time adult average weekly total earnings  1 287.20  3.5 

  All employees average weekly total earnings  871.30  3.9 

 Persons     

  Full-time adult average weekly ordinary time earnings  1 437.70  3.2 

  Full-time adult average weekly total earnings  1 498.70  3.1 

  All employees average weekly total earnings  1 115.40  3.2 

Source: ABS, 6302.0 - Average Weekly Earnings, Australia, Nov 2013
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An ABS May 2012 analysis gives an even more detailed picture of male and female work patterns and the extent to which total female earnings are 

often impacted by family-based work patterns:

In May 2012, 49.9% of all employees were male and 50.1% of all employees were female.

Full-time employees made up 63.1% of all employees. Part-time employees accounted for 36.9% of all employees. 

Male employees were predominantly full-time (78.5% of male employees).

More female employees were employed part-time (52.3%) than full-time (47.7%).

The majority of employees (79.2%) were employed on a permanent or fixed term basis.

Casual employees accounted for 20.8% of employees. A greater proportion of female employees (24.2%) were casual than were male 

employees (17.3%).

The diagram below shows the proportion of employees in scope of the May 2012 Survey of Employee Earnings and Hours, by category of 

employee.

Source: ABS, 6306.0 - Employee Earnings and Hours, Australia, May 2012
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As these employment trends show, it is disingenuous, from a purely financial point of view, to try and put male and female earnings on any sort of 

equal footing to benchmark the financial needs of pensioners.

The ANMF knows there is gender bias in the differential in male and female earnings. However, as the ABS confirms, there are also legitimate family 

reasons contributing significantly to the lower female total average earnings. 

The ANMF does not believe the current pension rate is overly generous. However, because male average weekly total earnings are based on a 

higher number of full-time workers they are closer to the income required to meet the basic financial commitments of a working person. Therefore, 

they are a more appropriate basis for benchmarking the pension than the model, based on the average total earnings of both men and women, 

proposed by the audit commission.

b)   Increasing age pension and superannuation ages

The audit commission also makes other recommendations aimed at reducing how much the federal government spends on retirees.

The recommendations on income and asset testing and the health cards are just more of the same cost cutting agenda, mostly targeting low and 

middle income people, from an audit commission that seeks, at the same time, to put an unrealistic cap on tax revenues and failed to recommend 

changes to various business and investor tax loopholes.

However, the ANMF does accept that life expectancy is increasing in Australia and there is community-wide discussion about retirement and 

superannuation including extension of the pension and superannuation eligibility ages. These latter two issues are dealt with by the audit 

commission in Recommendations 13 and 14 and the 2014 federal budget.

Recommendation 13:     Age Pension – tighter targeting of eligibility

The Age Pension is an essential part of Australia’s social safety net. The Commission recommends that changes be made in future to ensure it 

is more sustainable, affordable and better targeted by:

a. formally linking the eligibility age of the Age Pension to 77 per cent of life expectancy at age 65 from 2033. This will result in the 

eligibility age for the Age Pension increasing to around 70 by 2053. The proposed change would not affect anyone born before 1965;

Recommendation 14:      Superannuation preservation age

The Age Pension and superannuation are interrelated elements of the retirement income system. The Commission recommends some 

changes be made to the superannuation system to complement changes being recommended for the Age Pension by:

a. increasing the superannuation preservation age to five years below the Age Pension age;

b. extending the current phased increase in the preservation age by an extra four years so the preservation age reaches 62 by 2027; and

c. increasing the preservation age in conjunction with the Commission’s proposed increases in the Age Pension age thereafter.

The ANMF agrees this is a legitimate and important debate, separate from the ideology driving most of the other audit commission 

recommendations.
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Figure 1: Life expectancy (years) at birth by sex, 1901–1910 to 2010–2012

Sources: ABS 2008; ABS 2013a quoted in AIHW (2013).

Trends in life expectancy

Life expectancy in Australia has improved dramatically for both sexes in 

the last century, particularly life expectancy at birth. Compared with their 

counterparts in 1901–1910, boys born in 2010–2012 can expect to live 

around 25 years longer and girls live an extra 26 years.

In Australia, a boy born in 2010–2012 can expect to live to the age of 79.9 

years and a girl would be expected to live to 84.3 years compared to 55.2 

and 58.8 years in 1901–1910 respectively.

Life expectancy changes over the course of a person’s life because as they 

survive the periods of birth, childhood and adolescence, their chance of 

reaching older age increases. The life expectancy at different ages can be 

presented as the number of additional years a person can expect to live or 

their expected age at death in years.

Men aged 65 in 2010–2012 could expect to live another 19.1 years (an 

expected age at death of 84.1 years) and the life expectancy of women aged 

65 in 2010–2012 was 22.0 years (an expected age at death of 87.0 years).

Table 1: Life expectancy (expected age at death in years) at different 

ages by sex, 1901–1910, 1960–1962 and 2010–2012 

Sources: ABS 2008; ABS 2013a quoted in AIHW (2013).

 Males

Age (years)      1901–1910      1960–1962     2010–2012

 0 (birth) 55.2 67.9 79.9

 1 61.0 69.5 80.3

 15 64.0 70.1 80.4

 25 65.6 70.8 80.7

 45 69.8 72.4 81.7

 65 76.3 77.5 84.1

 85 88.7 89.1 91.1

 Females

Age (years)      1901–1910      1960–1962     2010–2012

 0 (birth) 58.8 74.2 84.3

 1 63.9 75.5 84.5

 15 66.9 76.0 84.7

 25 68.4 76.3 84.8

 45 72.6 77.4 85.4

 65 77.9 80.7 87.0 

 85  89.2 89.8 92.2

As the AIHW (2013) points out:
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Importantly, the AIHW (2013) also points out:

Life expectancy is related to the average age at death within a population and is inversely related to the population death rates at that time; 

that is, the lower the death rates the greater the life expectancy. It varies between population groups and over time. High life expectancy is also 

often associated with low infant and child death rates, an ageing population and access to high quality health care.

Differences in life expectancy over time may be due to changes in the patterns of death due to certain conditions. For example, in 1922 

infectious disease accounted for 15% of all deaths in Australia and on average people dying from these diseases were 27 years old. By 

comparison, in 2011 infectious diseases accounted for less than 2% of deaths and the average age at death for these diseases was closer to 

75 years. 

This context is vital as the ANMF believes, while this is a legitimate debate, the Abbott Government could be trying to overstate the nature of the 

change to justify its overall small-government agenda. 

For example, in its 2014 budget the Abbott Government (2014) states:

An Australian woman born today can expect to live for around 84.8 years and an Australian man can expect to live for around 80.6 years. 

When our pension and welfare system was introduced, it was a very different story, with life expectancy of 58.8 for women and 55.2 for men.

This risks creating the false impression that most adults died before they reached pension age and therefore very few people received the pension. 

As the AIHW (2013) data demonstrates, even in the early 1900s when the age pension was introduced, if a person reached age 65 then they 

would, on average, live for another 11 to 12 years.

Things like infant mortality rates have dropped dramatically since the early 1900s, but birthing and family patterns also change. So this issue is more 

complicated than the simplistic reasoning used by the Abbott Government.

The audit commission’s background material is more balanced and the ANMF essentially agrees that: 

Not only are people now experiencing longer retirements, but changes in the nature of work and improvements to medical technology have 

meant that many (though not necessarily all) people are also experiencing healthier and more active retirements.

In fact, many nurses and midwives are already, for various reasons, working into their late 60s and even 70s. There is no doubt there are positives 

in keeping older people active and engaged in society, especially through work. It can be good for the emotional and financial wellbeing of the 

individual and society also accesses considerable skill and experience for longer.

However, the nursing and midwifery professions are also strong examples of the risks with increasing the age pension eligibility age. Like many 

other occupations nursing and midwifery can be physically demanding. Sprain and strain injuries are common and they are exacerbated by age. 

The reality is that while some nurses can continue as they age many cannot. If the pension eligibility age is increased again, as proposed by the 

audit commission and also in the 2014 federal budget, then income security options for such people will have to be addressed. Protections such 

as strong disability pension, unemployment benefit and workers’ compensation schemes are essential otherwise many older workers could be left 

destitute if they are not fit enough to do some jobs or they cannot find work because of age bias.

In recent years governments have been eroding workers’ compensation benefits paid to injured workers and reducing the eligibility criteria. The 

audit commission is now also recommending further restrictions to the disability pension, unemployment benefits and other income security 

protections for working people. Such cutbacks add considerably to the risk for older workers if the retirement age is increased.

The ANMF has also been recently dealing with the problems created for younger graduates when older nurses and midwives delayed retirement 

because of GFC-related financial issues, such as reduced superannuation levels. This significantly reduced job vacancies for new graduates, which 

increases the risk they will be lost to the two professions.
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With these “positives” and “negatives” in mind the ANMF calls for an urgent national summit, similar to the broad-based economic and tax summits 

run by the Hawke-Keating government in the 1980s, to discuss this retirement age issue and other pressing retirement income issues including 

superannuation. As with those two summits, unions must be key players in such a summit.

c)   Aged care

In aged care the audit commission recommends further expansion of user-pay arrangements for elderly Australians accessing those services. Yet it 

also recommends further deregulation of the sector, including its financial reporting requirements.

Recommendation 25:     Aged care

With the ageing of the population, more Australians will be receiving some form of aged care support. The Commission supports the range of 

reforms currently being introduced in the aged care sector, but recommends additional measures be undertaken to improve the effectiveness 

and sustainability of the sector by:

a. including the full value of the principal residence in the current aged care means test;

b. implementing arrangements to allow older Australians to access equity in their principal residence, to pay for part of the cost of their 

aged care services;

c. introducing a fee for aged care providers to access the accommodation bond guarantee or, alternatively, requiring providers to take out 

appropriate private insurance to cover the risk of default; 

d. terminating the Payroll Tax Supplement; and

e. reducing duplication in all aspects of financial reporting for the aged care sector as well as reducing other regulatory requirements for 

aged care providers.

In Section 7.9 (2014a) the audit commission makes the following assertion without any comment on the possible implications for accountability, 

including in terms of the quality of care provided to elderly people:

The aged care sector is categorised by a high level of regulation, which applies to price, quantity and quality. There would be benefit in reducing 

duplication in many aspects of financial reporting and reducing other regulatory requirements for aged care providers.

The recommendation appears based on its dangerous eighth “principle of good government”:

Avoid regulation as a first response to a problem. Adding new regulations to deal with problems should be the last resort and introduced only 

when existing laws prove inadequate and the risks of no regulation outweigh the costs to the community. 

The ANMF has been campaigning for greater regulation of the aged care sector for many years and completely rejects this proposal to further 

deregulate the sector.

Any plan to further deregulate the aged care sector obviously has implications for the quality of resident care. Such an approach puts profits before 

resident care. It is about the perceived needs of business, not the needs of residents. 

It was shortly after the Howard Government’s first round of deregulation in the late 1990s that serious care quality issues became a public scandal. 

A certain amount of reregulation was introduced, including spot checks, but there are still serious staffing and quality concerns across the aged care 

sector.
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The audit commission ignores the reality that many aged care providers focus on their commercial interests and lose sight of why they are funded 

and why they are allowed to charge residents fees and bonds. For example, a significant number of providers take any measure possible to 

minimise their labour costs, even if this means compromising the skill mix of staff or reducing the nursing hours provided.

Most private nursing home operators have been reducing nurse numbers and hours in their facilities since the Howard Government deregulated 

the sector in the late 1990s. During that time aged care providers have tried to create the impression that their services are simply about lifestyle, 

rather than clinical, issues. This is a fallacy. Appropriate healthcare is essential to dignified ageing, especially for people who have become frail and 

require residential services. That is why nurses, in sufficient numbers, are so vital in the aged care sector.

The nurses in the sector do a great job, but there are not enough of them and they have been financially undervalued for too long now. The 

recommendation to abolish the payroll tax supplement paid to the for-profit providers, which was adopted in the 2014 federal budget, will put more 

pressure on staffing and wage levels. The skills mix is also often inadequate in nursing homes because of the shortage of registered nurses.

In 2011, a NSW coroner noted the staffing implications of deregulation and expressed concern that “there are no government guidelines or 

recommendations as to staff numbers, particularly overnight. There are no guidelines as to patient to carer ratio.” (Lismore Coroner’s Court, 2011) 

The ANMF has consistently argued that this is unacceptable public policy. It is vital to balance the policy settings in aged care otherwise residents 

and nursing staff all lose. The audit commission’s aged care recommendations do not properly balance these factors.

The ANMF will continue to campaign for greater regulation and accountability, not less, in key areas of aged care including:

•	 securing	a	greater	wages	share	for	nurses	employed	in	aged	care,	who,	since	the	Howard	Coalition	Government’s	first	round	of	

deregulation in the late 1990s, now earn considerably less than their colleagues in the hospital sector;

•	 improving	nursing	staffing	numbers	and	skill	mix	so	staff	can	provide	quality,	safer	care;

•	 improving	transparency	and	accountability	in	government	funding	and	consumer	payments;	and

•	 licensing	of	all	workers,	including	assistants	in	nursing/personal	carers	and	irrespective	of	whatever	job	title	their	employer	might	give	

them, providing nursing in aged care.

Finally, the ANMF again notes with concern the audit commission’s attempts to push more costs and risk onto wage earners and reduce the role 

of government through its recommendation to include the full value of the principal residence in the current aged care means test. The changing 

nature of housing values over the last couple of decades, especially in the capital cities, is a very complex policy area.
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National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)9.

The NDIS is one of the most significant reforms to our health system since the creation of Medicare. It is fully supported by the ANMF and should 

be rolled out as soon as possible.

The ANMF rejects the audit commission’s Recommendation 16 for a slower phasing in of the scheme:

Recommendation 16:      The National Disability Insurance Scheme

The National Disability Insurance Scheme is a worthy scheme with widespread community support. The Commission recommends the 

Commonwealth continue to support the introduction of the National Disability Insurance Scheme, but that the scheme be implemented in a 

way which is fiscally sustainable by:

a. pursuing a slower phasing in of the scheme recognising that this will require the re negotiation of bilateral agreements with the States;

The NDIS and its implementation timeline enjoy strong community support across the national parliament and amongst the State and Territory 

governments.

Disability has long been underserviced in our society, yet it is a risk for everyone. As the audit commission itself notes, when fully implemented in 

2019-20 the NDIS is expected to benefit approximately 450,000 Australians with disability.

The ANMF rejects the audit commission’s financial scaremongering about the scheme and notes that even its most negative assessment costs the 

scheme at only about two per cent of current GDP ($1.5 trillion) in ten years’ time.

The ANMF believes the audit commission’s recommendations on the NDIS are also a further indictment of its failure to meaningfully address the 

issue of government revenues necessary to fund such important risk-mitigation programs for the entire population.

The ANMF notes that the Abbott Government does not yet appear to have adopted this recommendation to delay the NDIS and calls on it to reject 

the recommendation completely.

Projected Commonwealth and States’ spending

on the National Disability Insurance Scheme
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Child care and paid parental leave10.

The overwhelming majority – about 90 per cent – of nurses and midwives are women. Many are mothers. Therefore, issues such as parental leave 

and child care, which impact on the family and work balance, are important to many ANMF members.

The audit commission has made the following recommendations regarding these two issues:

Recommendation 21:     Paid Parental Leave

Paid Parental Leave has the potential to support maternal and child health and increase women’s workforce participation. The Commission 

recommends:

a. targeting expenditure to those most in need by lowering the Paid Parental Leave wage replacement cap to Average Weekly Earnings 

(currently $57,460), indexed annually to movements in this wage; and 

b. savings from the lower wage replacement cap be redirected to offset the cost of expanded child care assistance, with the intent of making 

the changes broadly budget neutral, including retaining the 1.5 per cent levy on company taxable income above $5 million per year.

Recommendation 22:    Child care

The cost of child care significantly impacts on the ability of parents, particularly women, to participate in the workforce. The Commission 

recommends the Child Care Rebate and Child Care Benefit be replaced with a single, means-tested payment reimbursing parents for a 

proportion of their child care costs. The new payment should include a work, training, study test and:

a. should be broadly budget neutral and roughly maintain the current levels of assistance of around 80 per cent for low income families, 

with a base of assistance of 50 per cent available to all families; 

b. should include in-home care and other types of care that are not currently subsidised; and 

c. with savings from the Commission’s proposed changes to the Paid Parental Leave scheme redirected to offset the cost of this expanded 

child care assistance, with the intent of making the changes broadly budget neutral, including retaining the 1.5 per cent levy on company 

taxable income above $5 million per year.

The ANMF agrees with the audit commission that paid parental leave has the potential to support maternal and child health and increase women’s 

workforce participation.

The ANMF supports the concept of paid parental leave at the full Award or EBA rate for 26 weeks. However, in the context of severe cuts to 

other important programs and the failure to recognise that child care access and affordability are critical issues allowing workers to return to their 

own occupations, the Abbott Government proposal - which was to provide 26 weeks of pay at the primary carer’s replacement wage including 

superannuation up to an income cap of $150,000 (now reduced to $100,000) - is currently out of step and difficult to support.

Finally, the ANMF also agrees with the audit commission that the cost and availability of child care can be as important as paid parental leave in 

assisting and improving the workforce participation of women.

There are certainly problems with the affordability and availability of child care for many families at the moment. Child care availability for shift 

workers such as nurses and midwives is a particular problem.

The ANMF welcomes any efforts to improve the affordability and availability of child care services and will be monitoring the Abbott Government’s 

handling of this issue carefully.
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Other issues11.
a)   Carer payments

Many nurses and midwives, because of their qualifications, often end up being informal carers for relatives as well.

As the audit commission at section 7.10 (2014a) notes:

Many Australians choose to, or have no choice but to, care for their family members and friends who are unable to care for themselves. The 

Commission recognises that if this type of informal care was not provided, it would need to be provided formally and mostly by government at 

a much higher cost. 

There are approximately 220,000 people receiving Carer Payment in Australia. Around 90 per cent of these people have no private earnings 

– because of the demands of their caring role they are unable to earn a wage through paid employment.

The ANMF does not accept that the cost of carer payments is a major burden on the government. In fact, carers, as the audit commission has 

noted, actually save the government money.

However, the ANMF does agree with the audit commission in this respect:

The introduction of the National Disability Insurance Scheme and its interactions with carer payments have not been fully scoped. As the NDIS 

is fully rolled out, these interactions need to be properly analysed.

The ANMF does not support the audit commission’s recommended cuts to the aged pension, and it does not support its recommendation that 

similar cuts be made to carers’ payment rates.

b)   Foreign aid

The ANMF supports Australia aspirating to become a strong foreign aid provider.

Not only is it humane, but it also assists international development, which can only benefit Australia and Australian workers in the long term.

For example, one of the biggest risks to the prosperity of Australian workers is the loss of jobs to underdeveloped, low wage countries.

Strong international development can help lift these countries out of poverty and thus level the 

international trading playing field. This will take a few generations, as it has in Australia. Just as current 

generations of Australians have benefited from the foresight of our parents, grandparents and great 

grandparents. Future generations of Australians will thank this generation if it has the courage and 

generosity to facilitate international development and better wages and conditions in all countries.

The ANMF believes the audit commission’s recommendation to cut back foreign aid is in keeping with 

the mean-spirited, minimal government nature of its other recommendations.

The ANMF will continue to work with international development organisations like APHEDA and 

national and international union bodies, such as the ACTU, International Labour Organisation 

(ILO), Public Services International (PSI) and Global Nurses United (GNU), to improve the lives of 

working people and their communities around the world.
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c)   Outsourcing, competitive tendering and procurement

As previously acknowledged, the audit commission aims to reduce the role of government in Australian society and makes recommendations to 

enable the private sector, competition and markets to play an even greater role than they currently do.

At Section 10.3 (2014a) it makes the following general comments about outsourcing, competitive tendering and government procurement:

10.3 Outsourcing, competitive tendering and procurement

For 30 years, competitive tendering and contracting (or outsourcing) has been a key method of delivering many public services.

It has two worthwhile intrinsic features. First it requires government to provide a clear definition of the services involved and second it 

periodically opens delivery to non-government suppliers.

Benefits of outsourcing include increased flexibility in service delivery, greater focus on outputs and outcomes rather than inputs, and the 

incentive for private sector suppliers to provide innovative solutions and savings.

However, there can be significant costs, including those associated with contract specification, the competitive tendering process and ongoing 

contract management and monitoring. It is also necessary to strike the right balance on accountability, privacy, probity and consumer 

protection.

The ANMF believes the final observations on the risks of outsourcing should be taken very seriously and given more prominence in decision making 

than they currently often are by governments.

ANMF (QNU) members in Queensland recently had direct experience of these risks, through the so-called Queensland Health payroll upgrade 

debacle - and the serious personal financial distress and increased public costs that can arise from the failure of outsourced government contracts. 

It is only one of many such failures over the last few decades. 

The following observations of the Queensland Health Payroll System Commission of Inquiry (Chesterman, 2013, p.219) are also relevant when 

considering outsourcing issues:

Finally, this Project has provided strong evidence that the State, try as it might, cannot outsource risk. The desire to outsource to the private 

sector requires the government actively and competently to manage projects and contractors, and apply the necessary skill and expertise 

to ensure the effective delivery of large projects. The State cannot be passive in its oversight of projects in which large amounts of taxpayers’ 

money are at risk or the welfare of State employees may be affected.

d)   Other recommendations

There are a range of other recommendations made by the audit commission which are also based on the same values that inform the 

recommendations assessed more fully in the rest of this discussion paper. These are not of immediate direct relevance to nurses and midwives.

Therefore, the ANMF does not intend to express an immediate view or comment on them at this stage.

However, should any matter become an immediate concern to or risk for Australia’s nurses and midwives and/or the ongoing balanced development 

of Australian society, then the ANMF will not hesitate to enter the debate or initiate or join campaigns aimed at preventing their implementation.
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2014 federal budget 
– the first step

The Abbott Government released the audit commission’s reports on 1 May 2014 and less than two 

weeks later brought down its 2014 budget. The Federal Government had the benefit of the reports for 

some time before releasing the findings and during the period it was preparing its budget.

The budget has implemented a number of the audit commission’s 

recommendations or variants of them.

This partial implementation has resulted in significant cuts to a wide 

range of government payments and programs. There is little doubt the 

2014 budget is driven by the same pro-market, small-government 

ideology that underpinned the audit commission.

For example, the budget starts the dismantling of Medicare by 

introducing a fee for most GP visits, deferring indexation of various 

Medicare payments and reducing Medicare optometry payments.

It also implements the audit commission’s recommended changes 

to Commonwealth-State financial relations by slashing future 

Commonwealth funding for schools and hospitals.

There has been a strong negative reaction to the budget and credible 

early assessments, such as modelling done by the National Centre for 

Social and Economic Modelling (NATSEM) (2014), which prove these 

types of policies shift increasing costs and risks onto low and middle 

income earners who make up the overwhelming majority of the 

population. 

According to NATSEM:

The burden on families for 2014-15 falls most heavily on low and 

middle income families with children. The impact on high income 

families with children is smaller in dollar terms and percent 

change terms. Across all families (including singles and couples 

without children) the dollar impact varies by income level without 

a clear pattern. In percentage terms, the impact is clearly felt by 

the low income families more than high income families.

The important point in this context is that Abbott Government ministers 

keep making it clear that the 2014 budget is only the beginning of the 

implementation of their government’s program of smaller government 

and ending the so-called “age of entitlement”.

The budget documents (Australian Government, 2014) and associated 

speeches are full of this rhetoric. For example: 

The Government’s Budget welfare reforms are aimed at increasing 

everyone’s ability to contribute to the economy — everyone who 

can contribute, should contribute. 

The Government will continue to provide assistance for families, 

seniors, people with a disability and carers, and those most in 

need.

Here, the audit commission’s emphasis on “most in need” is even 

included. Then a little further on:

The Government will continue to consider what further structural 

reforms are needed to ensure the welfare system is sustainable for 

future generations.

… This Budget is about shifting our focus from entitlement to 

enterprise; from welfare to work; from hand-out to hand-up.

Therefore, it is fair to assume that the 2014 budget is simply the 

beginning of the Abbott Government’s implementation of many of the 

audit commission’s recommendations.

If this is so, the negative impact on most wage and salary earners, 

already identified by the likes of NATSEM, will only increase. Inequality 

will worsen and the very nature of Australian society could change 

forever. The “new, better” world dream and efforts of our parents, 

grandparents and great-grandparents will have come to nothing.

The prime minister, Tony Abbott (2014), has said that the 2014 budget 

is about “shifting our focus from entitlement to enterprise; from 

welfare to work; from hand-out to hand-up”. The reality is the audit 

commission, and the federal budget that followed, are “about shifting 

our focus from”:

•	 meeting	people’s	basic	needs	through	equitable	collective	

programs and processes, to imposing more cost and risk on 

the individual;
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•	 providing	some	basic	financial	security	for	everyone,	to	

pretending everyone is and should be a risk-taking wheeler 

and dealer; and

•	 providing	cost-effective	risk	management,	through	

government, for important needs like health and education, 

to pretending everyone has the same capabilities in life as the 

elite 10 per cent.

Recent polling (Hetherington, 2014) suggests that Australians are 

starting to question the alarmist rhetoric of the Abbott Government.  

An ongoing survey using a representative sample of 1445 adult 

Australians asked for their views on a range of tax and public spending 

issues.  The findings showed that: 

•	 A	majority	of	Australians	(53%)	now	believe	they	pay	about	

the right amount of tax, a jump of 17 percentage points since 

the last survey. By contrast, the share who say they pay too 

much tax has fallen by 18 points. 

•	 Those	who	want	to	see	spending	increased	or	maintained	

increased by eight points to 85 per cent, while those who 

wish to see spending cut fell by four points to eight per cent. 

•	 Australians	increasingly	view	the	tax	system	as	unfairly	

regressive. We believe those at the bottom and the middle 

of the income ladder are paying their fair share of tax, but 

those at the top are not. After falling in earlier surveys, the 

proportion of those who said that high income earners 

paid too little tax jumped by 17 points to 72 per cent. 

Simultaneously, there were significant jumps in the proportions 

who said that low- and middle-income earners and small 

businesses pay the right amount of tax. 

•	 Australians	want	increases	to	public	services	to	be	funded	

by high income earners who they do not perceive as paying 

their fair share. Sixty-nine per cent of respondents said that 

increased funding for public services should be paid for by 

tax increases on the top five per cent of income earners or 

removal of tax concessions on superannuation and housing, 

which also flow primarily to high income earners. 
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Conclusion

As this discussion paper shows, the Abbott Government’s audit commission is anything but an 

independent effort to assess the nation’s finances and economic situation in the aftermath of the 

Global Financial Crisis.

It is an ideological document, prepared at the request of the federal 

Liberal and National parties and supported by big business interests, 

to make the case for small government. It arguably brings to a head 

30 years of conservative political effort, around the world and here in 

Australia, to devastate the mixed economy, where government plays 

a prominent role and in supporting and protecting its citizens.  It aims 

to destroy the labour movement and its values of equity, opportunity, 

collectivism and fairness.

The majority of the audit commission’s recommendations lack balance, 

will increase inequity in Australia, dramatically increase the cost of living 

for most people and destroy many of the achievements put in place by 

previous generations to make Australia a better, more prosperous and 

fairer place.

The ANMF does not believe that Australia has to be governed on the 

basis of a financial or economic emergency beyond its control, because 

no such emergency exists.

The ANMF believes Australia should continue to strive to be a hard-

working, fair and inclusive society, where problems are worked through 

together and equitably. It should maintain a genuine mixed economy, 

with a strong cost-effective government presence, especially in key social 

service areas. This is the practical Australian way and is very different to 

the imposition of a “market” ideology, which encourages competition 

rather than collaboration.

In that way, greater emphasis and creative thinking needs to go into 

increasing government revenues fairly. Once this is accomplished, most 

of the programs the audit commission proposes cutting are easily funded. 

As the former secretary of the Department of Prime Minister and 

Cabinet, Michael Keating (2014), says:

… in the first instance it might have been expected that restoration 

of a fiscal surplus would have been sought primarily by way of 

increases in revenue. But consistent with government rhetoric and 

the demands of its supporters, 80 per cent of the projected budget 

consolidation is from net savings in expenditure, and only 20 per 

cent from increased taxation. This in itself raises basic questions of 

fairness.

With this lopsided budget approach the Abbott Government has simply 

fallen into line with its audit commission.  Unless the balance is restored, 

and the audit commission’s ideas are challenged, there is worse still to 

come.

In the months and years ahead, ANMF branches around the country, as 

they successfully did during the Your rights at work campaign, will be 

calling on members to campaign against the damaging ideas put forward 

by the audit commission and the wider conservative political campaign to 

reduce the important role and contribution of government in our society.
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Attachment 1

ACTU (2010) ‘Loss of permanent full time jobs is putting families at greater financial risk: new report’ Media Release, 4 October retrieved 

from http://www.actu.org.au/Media/Mediareleases/Lossofpermanentfulltimejobsisputtingfamiliesatgreaterfinancialrisknewreport.aspx

The global financial crisis occurred amidst unprecedented potential abundance. In Australia, GDP per capita has increased by 42 per cent 

since 1990 alone. With this growth in total wealth, however, has come significant economic and social change. These critical transformations to 

working life have followed three key dimensions:

The nature of work, characterised by rapid and ongoing changes in technology, production strategies, the security of work and the ways which 

labour is engaged;

The nature of people’s lives beyond the workplace, characterised by increasing risks to individual workers and their families of ill health, housing 

tenure, retirement, and inadequate education; and

The nature of relationships between groups of workers, characterised by widening inequality between workers with respect to working conditions 

including pay, hours, capacity to bargain and career opportunities.

The result of changes in these three areas has been to substantially shift economic, financial and social risks from businesses and governments 

to the individual. Specifically,

•	 From	capital	to	labour	with	production	strategies	now	increasingly	pursuing	global	(low)	cost	and	(high)	productivity	norms	that	put	

downward pressure on wages, conditions and job security while at the same time driving up the pace and intensity of work and exposure 

to the vagary of the economic cycle.

•	 From	the	state	to	households	with	provisions	of	public	health	and	education,	utilities,	and	age	pensions	being	restricted	and	more	

commercially oriented in the wake of private provision, individual ‘choice’ and ‘user-pays’.

This massive transfer of risk is affecting every dimension of people’s lives — as workers, consumers, investors and creditors.

The shift in risk is being amplified by the flexibility demanded of workers in terms of degraded jobs, overwork as well as underemployment, and 

diminished access to collective bargaining.

Many workers actually experience concepts like “reform”, “productivity” and “flexibility” as “insecurity”, specifically as temporary work and / or 

volatile income. They see “risk” as being progressively transferred from both Government and their employers to them – for example on skills 

and training, hours flexibility and contracting out.
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Attachment 2

Quiggin, J. (2013) ‘Commission of audit: a crusade of dated ideology and dead ideas’ Canberra Times, 5 November, retrieved from

http://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/public-service/commission-of-audit-a-crusade-of-dated-ideology-and-dead-ideas-20131103-2wugf.

html#ixzz34qNQFWYx

In Australian politics, the election of a new Parliament is associated with a theatrical ceremony in which the usher of the black rod summons 

parliamentarians to hear the governor-general’s (or governor’s) speech, setting out the new government’s intentions. Some aspects of this 

ceremony, such as the practice of assembling in the upper house, date back to the parliamentary struggles of the 17th century.

A second, equally theatrical ritual is enacted if the election produces a new Coalition government. The treasurer solemnly announces the 

creation of an independent commission of audit, which is supposed to examine all areas of government spending.

This ritual dates back to the election of the Kennett government in 1992. The new Victorian premier, Jeff Kennett, was facing a genuine crisis as a 

result of the failure of state-owned and state-regulated financial institutions in the ‘’recession we had to have’’.

From Kennett’s viewpoint, the commission had two main functions. The first was to pin the responsibility for the crisis on the fraud, 

mismanagement and waste of the outgoing Labor government rather than on the external circumstances of the recession. The second was to 

provide an authoritative basis for the policy program he wanted to implement, based on privatisation, service cuts and competitive tendering.

Kennett’s success, at least in his first term, set a precedent that has been followed ever since, with the announcement of a commission of audit 

or some similarly named body being one of the first items on the agenda of newly elected Coalition governments. The second crucial feature 

of these commissions was established by the Howard government. Whereas Kennett had campaigned for radical reform, John Howard had 

followed a ‘’small target’’ strategy, making seemingly ironclad promises not to make politically sensitive spending cuts. On taking office, it became 

necessary for Howard to abandon what became known as ‘’non-core’’ promises.

The latest commission of audit, announced by federal Treasurer Joe Hockey and Finance Minister Mathias last month, looks much like those that 

came before it.

First, the commission isn’t in any sense independent. With token exceptions, its members have been selected on the basis of political reliability 

rather than relevant expertise. Its chairman, Tony Shepherd, is a former head of the Business Council of Australia. More relevantly, perhaps, he 

has just stepped down as chairman of Transfield, a company that depends heavily on public-private partnership deals for the private provision of 

public infrastructure. Expansion of the use of PPPs is among the standard recommendations of commissions of audit.

The Business Council is also providing its chief economist, Peter Crone, to head the secretariat. Shepherd and Crone are backed up by former 

Howard-era minister Amanda Vanstone, and Liberal apparatchik and former departmental secretary Peter Boxall. Only Tony Cole, who was 

Treasury secretary from 1991 to 1993, can be regarded as a non-partisan, though ideologically sympathetic, expert on public finances.

Second, the commission does not have anything like the time required to perform an audit. In the present case, the interim report, which is the 

one that really matters, is due by January 31, 2014. Allowing for time to set up the inquiry (as of October 31, it didn’t even have a website) and 

publish a report, the entire job will need to be completed between Melbourne Cup Day and Australia Day. That’s about 10 weeks, at a time much 

of the country operates at half pace.

The shortage of time won’t be a problem for the kind of report the commission will actually produce. It will consist in part of ideological 

boilerplate, unchanged since the 1996 version. Indeed, one of the commission’s supporters, financial journalist Alan Kohler, has suggested that 

‘’Shepherd and his colleagues could simply get that report out and reuse some of the chapters on the theory of what governments should be 

doing, which still apply, so they don’t have to do that work again’’.

The rest of the report will consist of recommendations derived from the pre-existing wish-lists of influential stakeholders. It doesn’t take the 

insight of Sherlock Holmes to work out that the Business Council’s wish-list will receive close and sympathetic consideration. Also influential will 

be the Institute of Public Affairs, a right-wing thinktank that has been closely aligned with the Liberal Party since both organisations were founded 

in the early 1940s. The institute has already produced its wish-list, so it won’t be hard to assess its influence on the outcome.
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From within the bureaucracy, the Treasury and the Finance Department will have a major say and will also, presumably, provide most of the 

staff. Invariably, the Treasury and Finance have a long list of programs they would like to scrap or rationalise, for which a change of government 

provides the best opportunity. Conversely, the short time frame ensures that anyone outside the charmed circle, and without a pre-existing wish-

list, will have no real opportunity for input.

In practice, therefore, commissions of audit are not so much reviews of existing government programs as they are opportunities for newly elected 

governments to put forward a policy platform based on their real ideological preferences, rather than the compromised platform that was 

needed to secure victory at the polls.

The political utility of the exercise varies from case to case. If the new government runs quickly into political difficulties, and is barely holding on 

to office, a report recommending radical reforms is an embarrassment to be buried as quietly as possible. This happened in Victoria in 2012, 

when the Baillieu government used ‘’cabinet in confidence’’ powers to suppress the report it commissioned after its election. In Queensland, by 

contrast, Premier Campbell Newman’s huge majority gave him the confidence to dump promises he had made to protect public services and 

public sector jobs, using his commission’s report as a pretext.

The use of commissions of audit to repudiate electoral commitments is a problem for anyone who takes the democratic process seriously. But, 

like it or not, Australian politicians of both parties have long ceased to regard such commitments as binding. With some notable exceptions, 

voters have forgiven them as long as they like the results.

The real problem with the commission process is illustrated by Kohler’s remarks. Advocates of commissions have learned nothing, and forgotten 

nothing, since Kennett’s audit 20 years ago, which in turn reflected the political orthodoxy of the 1980s, based on microeconomic reform, 

privatisation and financial deregulation.

But a lot has changed since 1993. Most of the useful elements of the microeconomic reform agenda have already been implemented. The idea 

that there are big savings still to be found after two decades of efficiency dividends, contracting out and corporatisation is an illusion.

As regards privatisation, the most important change has been in public attitudes. When Kennett began his privatisation program in 1993, the 

public was sceptical but advocates assumed that voters would be happy once they experienced the benefits. In reality, 20 years of experience 

has hardened scepticism into unremitting hatred. In Queensland, an amazing 85 per cent of voters opposed the Bligh government’s asset sales 

program. Not all of that was reflected at the ballot box, but enough of it was to reduce Labor to a handful of seats.

Of course, it’s open to advocates of privatisation to argue that ordinary people don’t know what’s good for them. But that claim sits very strangely 

with a rhetoric of free choice and individual responsibility.

The world in which commissions of audit began was one in which financial markets were seen as the ultimate arbiters of good economic 

management and AAA ratings. The elite groups that dominate the policy process still seem to believe this but the average voter is more likely 

to agree with Trade Minister Andrew Robb, who said, in a moment of unusual candour in July: ‘’I remind you that Lehman Brothers, the collapse 

of Lehman Brothers, which started this global financial crisis, on that very day, they still had a AAA credit rating. What does a AAA credit rating 

really amount to? What I’m saying is you can’t place enormous store in the rating agencies.’’

When commissions of audit began, there was a lot of excitement about new ways to involve the private sector in the provision of public services, 

epitomised by the hit American book of the time Reinventing Government. Some of those ideas, such as competitive tendering, have worked 

reasonably well, even if not up to their promoters’ expectations. Others, such as PPPs, have been disasters, to the point that even insiders like 

Lend Lease have described the model as ‘’broken’’.

In all probability, none of this experience will be reflected in the commission’s report when it is released in January. Instead of a road map for 

Australian government in the 21st century, we will see the ideology of the 1990s used to support one last push for the policy agenda of the 

1980s.
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Adam Creighton & David Crowe (2014) ‘Public purse to fund jobs growth’

The Australian, 27 May retrieved from

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/policy/public-purse-to-fund-jobs-growth/story-fn59noo3-1226932398105#mm-premium

THE nation’s jobs market will ¬become increasingly reliant on taxpayers during the next five years, as mining and manufacturing shed staff to 

make way for an army of health, education and welfare workers. 

A new government report shows that 45 per cent of the new jobs by 2018 will be in health, education, public administration and safety — 

industries dominated by government provision and regulation — as other sectors decline.

Deloitte Access Economics ¬director Chris Richardson said it would be a significant switch. “We’re seeing the changing of the guard — an 

increasingly stagnant jobs market in mining offset by growing jobs in sectors benefiting from rapid increases in public money,” Mr Richardson said.

Sinclair Davidson, a professor of economics at RMIT University, said: “Having larger shares of the workforce ultimately dependent on government 

means fewer private tax¬payers and therefore greater pressure for higher taxes.

“In particular, we’ll see more calls for the GST to increase because much of these health and education jobs are paid for out of state government 

budgets.”

There will be 55,400 jobs lost during the period in key industries across the private sector, including manufacturing, mining, farming, forestry and 

fishing.

As the resources boom shifts from investment to production, the mining sector will lose 4.5 per cent of its staff, or about 40,000 positions, in the 

coming five years, according to the report by the Department of Employment. That compares with almost 59,000 jobs to be created in school 

education and 49,000 in medical services. Healthcare and social ¬assistance will add 229,000 jobs in the five years, a growth rate of 16.3 per 

cent that is the strongest across all industry sectors.

Jobs growth will accelerate to 7.2 per cent across the period, compared with 6.5 per cent during the past five years, but the growth will fall short 

of Tony Abbott’s election pledge to create one million jobs over five years.

The department forecasts the creation of 838,000 positions by 2018 but it includes a note that the forecasts “may not fully take ¬account” of 

government policies to repeal the mining tax, the carbon tax and red tape.

Mr Richardson said the mining industry would remain profitable but employment was bound to fall as large projects were completed.

“Yes, the government is initiating lower growth in health and education spending, but the growth will still be substantial,” Mr Richardson added. 

The Australian revealed in March that a ministerial adviser asked the department to “scale up” the employment projections in line with the 

election pledge to create one million jobs, but Employment Minister Eric Abetz denied this. The department’s latest findings project the creation 

of 838,000 jobs in the next five years, in line with The Australian’s report.

Opposition employment spokesman Brendan O’Connor said the report showed the government would fail to meet its jobs pledge. “Despite 

the attempts of minister Abetz to manipulate the data, the department has confirmed the government will break its signature jobs promise,” Mr 

O’Connor said.

Senator Abetz said the best way for the private sector to contribute to greater jobs growth was to remove job-destroying policies by cutting red 

tape, lowering the company tax rate and abolishing the carbon and mining taxes. “All public sector employment is dependent on the prosperity of 

the private sector’s ability to create national wealth,” Senator Abetz said.
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The report also shows only 71 per cent of people found jobs four months after graduation last year, down from 79.2 per cent in 2009. 

Masters graduates’ chances had slipped from 86 per cent to 81 per cent. Mining jobs, which made up about 2.4 per cent of the total, surged 

by almost 100,000 or 56 per cent in the five years to 2013, but these were dwarfed by 373,000 extra jobs in health, social work and public 

administration.

The government has undertaken to trim the federal public service by 16,500 jobs over four years, 2000 more than the Rudd government had 

planned.

Almost 26 per cent of new jobs in the five years to 2018 will be in healthcare and the social assistance industry with another 13.3 per cent 

growth in education and training.

Burchell Wilson, chief economist at the Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry, said rapid growth of “non-market” work in the past six 

years was “peculiar”. “Strong growth in these public sector positions has overstated the resilience of the labour market, which is nevertheless 

still softening, and is ultimately unsustainable given these jobs rely upon tax dollars generated by the private sector,” he said. “Certainly, the 

population is ageing but not that fast; the policy decisions of government are driving the rapid expansion of the public sector.”

The National Commission of Audit recommended the 257,000-strong commonwealth payroll be trimmed by 5 per cent.
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